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The research study investigated the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District from1995 to 2015. The study disclosed major characteristics of the smallholder tea growers, effects and role of the district’s politics in addressing the problems that face farmers. This study used Dependency and Conflict theories to explain the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production under hidden activities of international capitalist economic system in which the district is never left out. The study summed up that, the introduction and development of the smallholder tea production by the independent government of Tanzania focused on seeking new sources of capital for the benefits of the Government of Tanzania at the expense of the welfare of the smallholders of Rungwe District. The study examined the link between Rungwe District and the world capitalist economic system as capital led to the establishment and extension of smallholdings in constant conflicting interests. What should have been done by the Government of Tanzania and Rungwe District Authority to relieve the smallholder tea growers when the industry came into crisis in 1995 could be to empower the people of the district by allowing a fair involvement of smallholders in the business sustainably.  It was concluded that political concerns made smallholders willing to make, preserve and change the rules guiding the smallholder tea industry from time to time to achieve their interests, though through conflicts and cooperation with other stakeholders. It was found that politics cannot be left out by smallholders as it affects their ways of lives and struggles for survival through their engagement in the tea industry.
Keywords: Stakeholders, Tea, Production, Politics.
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Researches on the politics of agricultural production are very rare in economic undertakings. Many authors emphasise on the relationship between politics and economic progress in sectors other than agriculture. For instance, To-The and Tran-Nam (2015) inform that there is higher relationship between political connection and business firms whereby politicians and firms are extensively connected so as to get the firms favoured by governments decisions on issues such as licenses and contracts.  In this study the term politics has been adopted and used throughout the study to mean all activities involving making, preserving and amending the general rules applied in guiding smallholder tea industry in Rungwe District. 

White and Moon (2004) substantiate this by arguing that politics is about collective value and conflict about the values that guide social policies to settle a large number of issues, although others cannot be resolved, and sensible people will keep holding different views despite of having honestly considered arguments and evidence that others have provided. As politics deals with general rules of a society, it is always linked to existence of diversity and opposing opinions on one hand and need to cooperate and work collectively on the other hand. As politics is portrayed in all human conditions, it is an unavoidable feature in any survival endeavour. 

Vibrant smallholder tea growers, therefore, are characterised by a continuous sense of willing to make,  preserve and amend the general rules that guide tea industry in the district so that they can meet their special interests through conflicts and search of reconciliation. So politics is not a dirty game or lies as perceived by many people.
The politics of tea production in Rungwe District can be traced back to the introduction of tea in the current territory under Tanzania by German settlers at Amani Agricultural Station in Tanga in 1902. 

From Amani, it was planted at Kyimbila in Rungwe District, Mbeya Region in 1904; but its production for commercial purposes began in 1926 and production was in great amounts after the Second World War when the British took over the estates (Tea Board of Tanzania, 2020). Before the independence of Tanganyika, tea was being produced in estates or plantations which were possessed by the foreigners. In Rungwe District, tea production spread to other areas from Kyimbila through foreign settlers and foreign companies. The Tea Board of Tanzania insists that the other type of tea farming, which is smallholder tea farming, was initiated by the government in the 1960s (Ibid.).  During colonial period Africans were discouraged to grow tea and their major function was to supply cheap labour in the estates (Odgaard, 1986). 

1.2 Background to the Study
It was only after independence that smallholder tea schemes were started around the estates by the Ministry of Agriculture where it encouraged peasants to cultivate tea. According to Gambi (1981) the economic and social prospects of tea persuaded peasants to start growing tea in Rungwe. As the government provided peasants with all support, it was easy for them to meet their desires. At the beginning, the government used to get young tea plants from Tukuyu Tea Estates that were owned by George Williamson (East Africa) Company Ltd and distributed them to smallholders. But when the company increased price for tea seedlings, the government decided to establish nurseries to produce tea seedlings that could be distributed freely to the peasants. And when harvests began they used to sell tea leaves to the private company factories around them before the construction of Katumba and Mwakaleli Tea Factories by Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA) (Mwakasala, N.A, personal communication, April 22, 2020).

The awakening of citizens to grow tea in Rungwe District was stimulated by the establishment of Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA) in 1968 as one of the strategies by the government to enhance the growth of the tea industry by involving smallholders in the cultivation of the crop. Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA) assisted smallholders to get access to technical and other tea production facilities in view of achieving production growth (Tea Board of Tanzania, 2011). Apart from regulatory functions, TTA also engaged itself in production, processing and marketing of tea. Those focused on by TTA were the tea smallholders (Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency, 2011).  TTA was in charge from its establishment in 1968 to 1999 and Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA) from 2000 to present.

The involvement of smallholders in tea cultivation in Rungwe District grew in a much faster pace and as of to date, the district produces half of the total smallholder tea production in the country (Rungwe District Council and Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency, 2004). The increase of the number of smallholders led to the establishment of two tea processing factories, the Katumba Tea Factory in 1972 and Mwakaleli Tea Factory in 1980 so as to absorb all tea leaves produced (Katumba Tea Factory, 2020).
Mulgan (2000) points out that the role of governments in agricultural sector tends to act as interventionist because they provide various kinds of assistance and control. This statement is true in the case of tea smallholder growing as there erupt frequent conflicts between the governing political figures and smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District due to imposed intervention. Smallholder tea growers blame political leaders of forcing them to sell their green tea leaves to the company that pays less and avoid the one that was ready to raise the price of green tea leaves. After seeing this issue, the researcher decided to conduct the study to see the relationship between politics and smallholding tea agriculture in the district.  

The research study spans the period from 1995 to 2015 because it is a time when the tea industry was liberalised and smallholders were discontented to the extent that they left their farms unattended airing complaints to district’s politics. Also, the researcher is more interested in tea industry than any other crop because it contributes much to the district’s revenues and the one that is very much politicized by the district’s government. Since no research study has been conducted to ascertain the role of politics in smallholder tea production in Rungwe district, the researcher found that it was important to investigate the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in the district. 

The present study, therefore, has attempted to find out, from the smallholder tea growers, political figures, agricultural extension officials and smallholder tea growers’ associations’ leaders, the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers, the role and effects of politics on smallholder tea production development in Rungwe District 
1.3 Statement of the Problem
Like other parts of Tanzania involving themselves in smallholder tea production, the status of tea production in Rungwe district had been changing. Several studies had been carried out to substantiate this claim. For instance, the studies by Loconto and Simbua (2012), Baffes (2004), Munishi, et al (2017), Msuya (2007) and others in Bukoba, Mufindi, Njombe and Lushoto revealed very generalised information concentrating much on socio-economic impacts of tea smallholdings and their setbacks. The scholars did not address and redress the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers, the effects of politics on tea production and the role played by Rungwe district’s politics in addressing the problems facing smallholder tea growers. In bridging this gap, the study, therefore, has sought to ascertain the role of politics in smallholder tea production in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015

1.4 Objectives of the Study	
1.4.1 	General Objective of the Study
The general objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015.

1.4.2	Specific Objectives of the Study
The specific objectives of the study were to:
i.	Determine the political characteristics of the smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015.
ii.	Examine the effects of politics on tea production in Rungwe district from 1995 to 2015.
iii.	Scrutinise the role played by Rungwe district’s politics in addressing the problems of smallholder tea growers from 1995 to 2015.

1.5 Research Questions
In order to attain the central goal of the study, the research was guided by the following questions:
i.	What were the political characteristics of the smallholder tea growers in Rungwe district from1995 to 2015?
ii.	How did politics affect smallholder tea production in Rungwe district from 1995 to 2015?
iii.	How did Rungwe district’s politics address the problems of smallholder tea growers from 1995 to 2015?

1.6 Significance of the Study
This dissertation investigates the politics of smallholder tea production in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015.The findings of this study are very important in many ways. The study has generated enough knowledge about the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe district. The results of this study are  very useful to the historians, political economists, politicians, development planners, economists, social workers, legislators and social anthropologists who are interested in improving relations between politicians and smallholder tea growers, not only in Rungwe district, but also in other parts of the country where such kind of relationship exists.  

Also, the study is useful to the district’s leaders and other tea stakeholders for devising effective ways of improving the productivity of the crop for the wellbeing of the smallholder tea growers and the district at large. Further, the study has created awareness among the smallholder tea growers to mobilise themselves comprehensively in shaping farm politics, the rural economy and society for the better.  The findings of this study will be accessible through the History, Philosophy and Library Studies Department Resource Room and the Open University of Tanzania Main Library, through which all those interested in understanding the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District will get access to the study.

1.7 Study Scope
The study has limited itself to seeking for the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers, effects and roles of politics in addressing problems facing smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015. The study was conducted in the administrative wards of Bujela, Ilima, Mpuguso and Katumba because they are very significant in engaging in the tea industry in Rungwe District particularly smallholder farming.

1.8 Organisation of the Study 
This research study is organised into six chapters. Chapter one deals with the introduction of the study.  It analyses the background of the study, statement of the research problem, objectives of the study, significance of the study and study scope. Chapter two provides a critical survey of effective literature that relate to the research study at hand by linking the current study with the past studies. Through critical analysis of the existing literature, the gaps for the current study to deal with have been identified. Also, theoretical framework for the study is developed as it enables the researcher to study different theories related to the study that help in analysing and interpreting data. Chapter three is comprised up of Research Methodology. It describes various steps more than methods that the study adopted and applied in conducting the research study. It is organised under research design, research study area, study population, sample size, sampling techniques, data collection procedures and data analysis and presentation.

Chapter four explores the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District to see how their political conditions influence the smallholder tea development. It analyses their political characteristics in relationship to their response to different agricultural policies that guide tea industry locally and nationally. Chapter Five scrutinises and analyses the effects and the role of Rungwe District’s politics in the smallholder tea production. It unfolds various effects of politics in influencing smallholder tea production in the district whether positively or negatively and the people’s response to those effects. Also, it discloses the role played by the district’s politics in the development of smallholder tea production. Different mechanisms devised by the district in addressing the problems facing smallholders in tea industry are discussed in detail. 

Chapter six concludes the study with conclusion and recommendations. The conclusion of the study indicates the results affirmed by the study and discusses the strategies given by the respondents during the field study. The contribution of the study to the development of knowledge is clearly stated in the conclusion. Recommendations expose further problems and introduce more questions that enhance fabrication of suggestions about further research studies to improve the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production based on study findings. The recommendations given in this study reflect the foresightedness of the researcher and demonstrate creativity presented in this dissertation.

1.9 Limitations of the Study
The researcher encountered many problems during the research in the administrative wards of Mpuguso, Ilima, Bujela and Katumba. But the most critical ones were the following: The first problem was unnecessary bureaucracy; this complicated the procedures of getting research permit. The Open University of Tanzania wrote a Research Clearance to Mbeya Regional Administrative Secretary (RAS). After submission of the letter requesting research permit at RAS’ office, the research waited for a week travelling for three trips to and from Tukuyu to Mbeya making permit follow ups. When the research permit was sent to Rungwe District Administrative Secretary (DAS) at the District Commissioner’s office, it took four days to get research permit. But when the researcher submitted research permits to Rungwe District Council offices he was permitted to collect data, he was returned back to DAS as they claimed that District Commissioner belongs to Central government; while Rungwe District Council is headed by District Executive Director (DED) under Local government. 

The concerned officers claimed that they could not allow the researcher to collect data in their departments because the two offices are from two different governments and that local government is really local. So the researcher returned to DAS and expressed the challenge, DAS wrote a new research permit to DED requesting her to allow the researcher to collect data in her departments; but unfortunately enough the DED permitted the activity to be handled in the District’s Agricultural and Livestock office only and declined to visit the Laws and District Council’s chairperson offices. It took more than a week to get permit in Tukuyu, Rungwe District. Making a total of almost three weeks of seeking for research permit.

The second problem was financial handicaps and limited time to cover a larger research sample. It obstructed the ability of the researcher to look for more respondents with more time to look for more sources of evidence in the study. Financial problem could not guarantee the researcher to take a long time collecting data for the study. The last problem was the threat imposed by Corona virus pandemic whereby people in the area of study were suspicious of contacting a stranger in fear of infection. This forced the researcher to limit the number of interviewees and time of research for his own safety and that of the interviewees.







By considering the significance of tea production to the economy of the peoples and the countries concerned, several research studies have been conducted in different areas of the world and in Tanzania to a great extent with some specific studies on Rungwe District.  But because not all the publications deal with the same themes, it has been very difficult to group them.  

Therefore, the researcher decided that thematic discussion sections describing each theme with groups of publications under the themes they have in common have not been dealt with in this chapter. Since grouping themes that do not correlate is difficult, the researcher has reviewed item after item as not all publications deal with the same things or themes in the same parts or areas of researches. Here are some of the studies reviewed to provide introductory information about tea production that would help in understanding the research problem in the area of study, that is, Rungwe District.

2.2	Literature Reviewed
No previous researches have been conducted in Rungwe District on the relationship between politics and the development of smallholder tea production to scrutinise and analyse the extent of seriousness of politics in influencing smallholder tea industry.  All the previous researchers had general outlook about tea production without looking at the elements of politics in the industry. Loconto and Simbua (2012) undertook a study to investigate and examine various ways through which the smallholder tea growers could benefit from the Tanzanian tea industry by different ownership relations of processing factories that are in existence since the 1990s when the industry was privatised. But they were very specific to how smallholder tea growers could be brought into Fairtrade Certification in the industry without unfolding the political arrangements that led to such a situation.

Mande and Edwin (2009) report that smallholder tea agriculture in Rungwe District is under great controversy, as in 2009 the Wakulima Tea Factory at Katumba that was left to smallholders decided to purchase green tea leaves at Tshs 120 per kg instead of Tshs 135 and its refusal to purchase tea from Rungwe Tea Cooperative Society. It opted to buy green tea leaves from only the other smallholders’ tea society known as Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA). It seems the district’s political machinery though was aware of the conflict; it did not bother itself to resolve the problem and make the tea industry beneficial to all smallholders. 

Furthermore, Tanzania Tea Packers (TATEPA) and RSTGA who are currently the sole owners of the processing factory are not the right owners as the Tanzanian government under the Parastatal Sector Reform Commission had established the Rungwe Tea Cooperative Society to operate the factory (Ibid). The question raised is how did TATEPA and RSTGA grab that ownership under unclear circumstances without the district’s political response? The researcher, therefore, worked to determine the role of the district’s politics in that issue.

Munishi et al, conducted a study to explore factors affecting the performance of Smallholder tea farmers in Tanzania and they found that production in many parts of the country was crippled by factors such as lower extension services, having access to credit, disreputable farm gate prices, poor level of farmers organisation and restricted marketing systems (Munishi et al (2017: 96). But what had been the central district’s political cause to address the problems to enhance the growing trend of tea production in Rungwe by smallholders. 

Scholars of agricultural politics assert that agriculture has been the most powerful sectoral interests that influence the political and administrative regulations of any country, whether developed or developing. For instance, Verkerk informs that since the coming of the multiparty system in Malawi, the smallholders are very powerful in mobilising and effecting political change which reflects the government’s focus on setting up political support amongst smallholders through liked fertiliser input programme as it was politically beneficial to party in power. (Verkerk 2010: 3,40) 

Also, referring to the politics of agriculture in Japan, Mulgan claims that Japanese agriculture shows the image of Japanese politics. For one to understand Japanese agriculture she/he must know the mechanisms of Japanese politics that dealing with the political concerns of farmers so as to comprehend Japan (Mulgan 2000:1). These substantiate the great political power that smallholders have in the political processes of any world’s country. Therefore, the researcher has examined the relationship between politics and smallholder tea growing in Rungwe District to see if the smallholders have any ability to play part in political process like elsewhere in the world to compel the government to consider their interests. Tanzania has for years implemented a series of economic reforms and agricultural policies that have been complemented by instrumental strategic frameworks. Despite all these, the smallholders have not been helped to meet hopes stipulated in policies to bring positive and everlasting results to them.  

Salani, et al, argue that although Tanzania had introduced several agricultural improvements and strategies such as the agricultural development structure in the early 1970s and Agricultural Sector Development Strategy (ASDS), but most of the reforms and policies were insignificant to the majority of smallholders (Salani, et al 2011:29). The researcher, therefore, has investigated to see the role of the district’s politics in solving the long standing constraints to smallholder agriculture that despite good arrangements of the Tanzanian government are there to stay.

Mwakalobo’s study found that Tanzania’s implementation of the IMF/World Bank supported price reforms since the mid 1980s by undertaking liberalisation of agricultural inputs and output markets. This allowed private traders participation in agricultural produce and input markets, the getting rid of price subsidies on export crops, staple foods and agricultural inputs forced peasants to leave growing tea as Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA) failed to supply them with inputs completely since 1994 (Mwakalobo, 1997: 2, 15, 18).   But Mwakalobo has not shown how market liberalisation influenced private traders in the tea trade in the same way as other crops. There was a need for the study to find how important the policy for promoting smallholder tea production in Rungwe District was. 

Further, Baffes, states that the reforms that were made by the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives in 1994 which were concerned with privatisation of Tea Authority factories encouraged more payment system to smallholder tea peasants  as foreign investors were appealed and tea auction was started as a response to advice provided by the World Bank in 1994 (2011:592). But it seems that the problems facing smallholder tea peasants were not completely solved, as Mwakalobo reports of their stoppage in taking care of their tea farms after introduction of market liberalisation (Mwakalobo, op.cit). 

Tanzania like other Developing countries depends heavily upon agriculture as a basic source of national income. As it is given greater attention by the government, there are tendencies of intervention to correct unnecessary failures. Referring to Sri Lankan government, Ganewatta and Edwards, point out that the government of Sri Lanka involves in the tea industry directly and indirectly so as to help farmers achieve their various economic and social objectives (Ganewatta and Edwards 2000:15). But they further add that, intervention itself is insufficient to correct all failures. Intervention on efficiency grounds might not be appropriate enough as the benefits of intervention tend to be lower than the costs (Ibid; 14). Since policies are always politically motivated with the intention to benefit members of some groups like smallholders; the researcher investigated to see if there had been any political determinations in Rungwe District to address the causes of tea agriculture bottlenecks.

Baffes demonstrates that from the mid-1990s Tanzania’s smallholder tea produce declined below 10% and by 1998 it fell to 5%, it was the lowest level of production since when tea was introduced as a smallholder crop in the district (Baffes, 2004:2). According to Baffes, the drop in production was due to lower prices and untimely payments by the Tea Authority, long time used and inefficient processing factories, inadequate supplies of inputs, no vehicle spares, impassability of some tea feeder roads, and low yields as a result of failing to adopt new clonal varieties (Ibid.). Therefore, the researcher examined the role played by Rungwe district’s politics in addressing the problems that faced smallholder tea growing.

Many governments of the world have used the smallholders to meet their political desires. Referring to Malawi, Verkerk (2010) observes that with the advent of democratic transition, the Muluzi government targeted on seeking political support from among the smallholders by supplying them with agricultural inputs through fertiliser subsidies for political benefits. The power of the smallholders in airing their opposition to government policies in Malawi and elsewhere result in change of agricultural politics. Verkerk adds that the rural peasants are able to mobilise themselves and oppose the agricultural policies and force the government to converge to their grievances as they have an enormous ability to vote and therefore, play a great role in the political process (Ibid; 40). This study has investigated how smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District had been able to bring to their knees the Tanzanian and District’s governments to obey their demands and change the politics of smallholder tea production in Rungwe.

Agricultural policies formulated by the governments are about politics, power and conflict resolution, in which contradictory views or interests find acceptable ways of existing with each other side by side. In the case of smallholder tea production in Tanzania, agricultural policies are influenced by need of the country to decentralise the tea sector, improve democracy and encourage the role of private sector in the agricultural economy. This led to the creation of Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) with regulatory and supervisory power over tea industry operations and Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA) with the mandate to promote the development of tea production by smallholder tea growers in the country (URT, 1997). 

Monroy and Mulinge, cited by Ng’ang’a, note that extreme local politics in tea industry led to unscrupulous management of tea processing factories in Kenya, hence, influencing the smallholder tea farmers politically (Ng’ang’a, 2015). Tanzania Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 affect the Rungwe District policies and decisions on carrying out tea industry through rehabilitation of tea feeder roads, coordination of extension services, reconciliation of disputes among smallholder tea growers and land surveying for acquisition of title deeds (URT, 1997). In this research study, the researcher has been very eager to find out efforts established by Rungwe District’s political authorities in reflection of the 1997 Agricultural and Livestock Policy to engage other stakeholders so as to create a trend on tea smallholder business to bring good results to the industry.

The Tanzania Agricultural and Livestock Policy and Tea Act No.3 of 1997 inadequately considers the needs of the smallholder tea growers; as there is always failure to listen and take note of their grievances and support them for the development of tea industry. The specific laws stipulated in the Tanzania Tea Act No.3 of 1997 give restrictive authority over the growing or selling of green tea leaves without getting registration from the Tea Board of Tanzania (URT, Tea Act No.3 of 1997). According to the Tea Act, a grower is not allowed to sell his/her green leaf tea to any tea processing factory if he/she has been registered by the Tea Board of Tanzania (Tea Regulations of 2010 (Part III, Section 12 (1, 2)).  This shows that many Agricultural Acts made and implemented by the government do not originate from the farmers who are the major stakeholders of agriculture as they could not restrict themselves from business freedom. It seems their opinions are never considered. 

There are contradictions between the National Agricultural and Livestock Policy and Tea Act No.3 of 1997. The national policy is committed to give permission to private tea companies to buy green leaves from smallholder tea producers and embolden them to supply inputs on credit under farmers’ contract arrangements (URT, 1997:37). The two documents have brought confusion among the smallholders as they cannot afford bureaucratic procedures to get registered by the Tea Board that is situated very far away in Dar es Salaam on one hand, and on the other hand they recognise the Agricultural Policy to permit them to sell their green tea leaves to private tea companies. In this study, the researcher has investigated how the enforcement of contradicting policy and law directives affected tea smallholdings and drawing back the role of the private sector as advocated by the district’s mission.

Most of agricultural policies designed and implemented in Tanzania contain the views of those in power. They are implemented through top- bottom approach with no or much less input and participation of the targeted population, particularly the smallholders. The government should involve the smallholders in all agricultural programmes through bottom-up approach, whereby the ideas of the focused people can be included in making, preserving and amending rules guiding them as they are very experienced and more knowledgeable than the policy makers of the government. According to Akpan and Udoh (2016), smallholders’ participation is crucial in realising the objectives of any agricultural programme as they can access services invented by themselves.  

Smallholders’ participation is very instrumental in any economic development that necessitates alleviation of poverty. The condition and influence imposed by the politics like top-bottom approach in implementing agricultural policies and programmes can raise different responses from the intended beneficiaries. So the researcher identified and analysed the smallholder tea growers’ responses to those policies and programmes implemented in Rungwe District to revamp tea industry. Those factors given by respondents are very necessary constituents required by government policy makers to draw plans for bottom-top agricultural policies and programmes that would create sense of development project ownership among smallholders.

In recent years of multiparty system in Tanzania, the government has implemented many policy decisions targeting rural population who are the majority voters so as to attract their favour over opposition parties. For instance, the government of Tanzania abolished development levy in 2003, in various years taxes and levies on export crops have been reduced or abolished, and bans on export of crops being removed. But the rural residents do not appreciate much improvement and development of public services and rural roads which are a key to all government policies (Cooksey, 2012:7).   He adds that, almost lack of political rivalries in rural areas means the ruling party (Chama cha Mapinduzi) is reluctant to deliver benefits of many policies invented for rural population. 
In areas where opposition is gaining strength, the ruling party attract voters through “the use of force and intimidation, bribery and vote-rigging during elections” to ensure their victory on the expense of extension services and road maintenance (Ibid; 8).   Therefore, areas dominated by opposition parties are likely to be neglected of investment and development for years until election periods. The agricultural policies and programmes by the central and local governments cannot be realised through short term electoral gains that involve offering wrappers and caps during elections to rural citizens. This research study examined how the voting power of the smallholder tea growers who were among the majority voters of rural areas and, wasteful use of public fund by the ruling party during elections guaranteed long term smallholder tea agricultural growth and development in Rungwe District.

2.3 Theoretical Framework
This study was based on Karl Marx’s conflict theory and dependency theory in an attempt to explain the factors that may contribute to the understanding of the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District. The study on production of tea and other export crops in Africa and other parts of the Third World like Asia and Latin America can be explained well using the dependency theory whereby the national production and individual people’s production are determined by the needs of the industrialised countries. 

Odgaard uses the dependency perspective in arguing that the production of export crops creates a dependency for the countries and their people involving in production. So he relates the profitability of tea production among the smallholders from the centre-periphery relations in which the capitalist world determines the world market price resulting in variation of production as price dictates (Odgaard, Loc.cit; 222). Though today there is one capitalist market, but even in the period of Cold War, the Socialist bloc comprised of Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, China, Cuba, North Korea and Vietnam made trade relations among themselves and with the capitalist bloc through which Africa and other Third World Countries suffered a lot. The theory helps to demonstrate how material production in the periphery is determined by the needs of semi-periphery and core countries. However, the theory fails to show that Developing countries are not exploited by individual countries, but all capitalist systems that are after profit-making.

The conflict theory, suggested by Karl Marx, claims that there is the existence of perpetual opposing forces in the life of individuals, groups, social structures and society in general. Kombo and Tromp insist that groups and individuals having their respective motives and expectations continue competing against each other to grab the limited resources (Kombo and Tromp, 2014: 57). Therefore, the theory holds that social order is maintained by domination and power, rather than consensus and conformity among different social classes. The theory has the advantage of freeing people from wrong assertions of a group (s) of people with power wanting to justify their status quo. Though its weaknesses are its connection to socialism as the only means to end competition between people and societies and establish free cooperation among them. 

Also, it does not agree with existence of human nature and prevalence of natural forms of life as it attributes the existence of human nature and all life forms to be an initiation of social life. This theory helped the researcher to show how a list of complaints towards the political systems can be a reflection of the district’s politics as different political policies precisely never intend to emancipate smallholders; but rather means for politicians to remake societies for their political interests.

The reason for employing these two theories in this study is the way they complement each other in explaining the smallholders’ complaints about the political system and politicians from 1995 to 2015 in Rungwe District. Political dominance seeks control of whatever the society values for personal or group benefits on the expense of others. In this case tea industry is competed between the smallholders who the right owners and hidden forces that struggle to seize smallholders of the profits of tea. Dependency relations between Rungwe District and other parts of the world influence smallholder tea production depending on the demand of the crop in the global market. The study, therefore, attempted to find out to what extent the conflict and dependency theories are applicable in demonstrating the relationship between politics and smallholder tea growing status in Rungwe District.

2.4 Research Gaps in the Literature Reviewed







This study used a qualitative approach.  The qualitative technique is multi-method in focus, involving an interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means that qualitative research studies things in their natural settings and attempts to make sense or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. Qualitative research involves the study of a collection of a variety of empirical materials - case study, personal experience, introspection, life story, interview, observational, historical, interactional, and visual texts that describe routine and problematic moments and meanings in individuals' lives.

3.2 Research Design
This study was centrally qualitative research that used a case study design that followed explanatory approaches in describing data. The study investigated the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe district by examining the politics of smallholder tea production from 1995 to 2015. It has discovered the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers, and scrutinised and examined the effects of politics on tea production and the role played by Rungwe District’s politics in addressing the problems facing smallholder tea growers.  

The study used exploratory techniques in collecting data by employing the use of archival materials, written documents and oral recollections. Archival records were accessed at Southern Highlands Zonal Archive (SHZA) in Mbeya and written documents were found from internet sources, the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA), the Rungwe Contract Farming Association (RCFA), the Wakulima Tea Company (WATCO) and Personal Home Libraries of working and retired Agricultural Extension Officers in Rungwe. While nonstructured oral interviews for oral recollections were administered to key persons in the organisations involving in smallholder tea industry, on working and retired extension officers, smallholder tea growers, political figures and politicians.  The data obtained from these sources were analysed qualitatively to get answers and explanations to research questions to fill the research lacuna.

3.3 Research Study Area
 The research study was conducted in the administrative wards of Mpuguso, Ilima, Bujela and Katumba as shown in Figure 3.1 below. The area of study was selected as a case study because it is very essential in tea production in the district and located on major tea schemes, and experience frequent political complaints from smallholder tea growers over the district’s political systems and authorities. Also, it was from 1995 which is a period when smallholder tea growers in this study area were demoralised to grow tea and some of them abandoned tea fields due to failure of the Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA) to facilitate farmers with fertilisers and other essential requirements for the crop. These factors made the area very important and attractive for studying the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production.  

Moreover, the researcher is familiar with the area because he has ever lived in Mpuguso ward and used to listen to smallholder tea growers’ complaints against the district and Tanzania governments over tea industry. Further, the researcher understands and speaks well Kinyakyusa, which is a mother tongue of the area and almost all smallholder tea growers. All these factors made it very easy to interview individuals in this area for the study.

Figure 3.1: Map of Rungwe District showing the Study Area
Source: Cartographic Unit, University of Dar es Salaam, May 12, 2020.

3.4 Study Population
The target population was the smallholder tea growers, tea agricultural extension officers on service and retired and, political leaders and politicians from the administrative wards of Mpuguso, Ilima, Bujela and Katumba.  Also, top district political leaders apart from those dwelling in the study area and key persons in the organisations taking part in smallholder tea industry were consulted.

3.5 Sample and Sampling Technique
3.5.1 Sample Size
The researcher interviewed 15 smallholder tea growers from each of the four administrative wards, 5 key persons in private tea organisations, 6 political leaders, 5 politicians and 4 agricultural extension officers on service and retired from the district. So a total of 80 respondents were interviewed.  This figure was not collected to represent the population because qualitative data do not statistically represent a population but they are collected to a point where the researcher does not get new information or it is insignificant (saturation point). As Kumar insists that the sample size is determined by the researcher willingness to stop collecting more data when he/she finds that collecting of new data does not improve further explanation of themes to answer the research questions (Kumar, 2011:194). 

It is the researcher collecting data who decides the saturation point in data collection. This small amount of respondents was recommended by the researcher due to the presence of smaller diversity of information provided by the people from whom the information was collected that led to reaching the saturation point earlier (Ibid.). Also, financial handicaps and limited time, the threat imposed by Corona virus pandemic whereby people were suspicious of contacting a stranger in fear of infection, and continuing collecting data through use of large sample size that could result in producing repetitive data led to ending up with the sample size of 80 respondents.

3.5.2 	Sampling Techniques
The procedures that were employed to gather respondents to the study from the population of four wards were simple random and purposive sampling techniques. Here  the researcher was selecting smallholder tea growers randomly because are the majority, and agricultural extension officers, political leaders and politicians purposively since are few and more knowledgeable to  provide the best information so as to get information relevant to achieve the study objectives.  A lot of information about the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District was collected and provided constructive historical reality and description of the phenomenon under study.

3.6 Data Collection Methods
The study used the following methods or sources in collecting data

3.6.1 	Archival Materials
These are information objects that serve as evidence of past events. They contain a record of information about past activities and act as memory aids that allow its users to recall and relive them or re-communicate information about those events at some point in the future (Peter, 2013). The study sought archival records stored in paper files at the Southern Highlands Zonal Archive (SHZA) in Mbeya. The information was obtained from files MBY/A.30/70 and MBY/A.30/70 IV. These files provided multiple sources of evidence for the study as they contained letters, memoranda of understanding, conference proceedings, newspapers and official tea production reports. Also, organisations’ archives such as the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA), the Rungwe Contract Farming Association (RCFA) and the Wakulima Tea Company (WATCO) were consulted. 

The Archival Records provided information about the history of tea production in Rungwe District, conflicts between government officials and smallholder tea growers and among smallholders themselves, agricultural policies and programmes guiding tea production and directives to resolve conflicts in tea industry from the Prime Minister’s office, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Mbeya Regional Administration, National Registrar of cooperatives, Rungwe District authorities, Rungwe tea associations and individuals.

Since archival data can be subject to biases, like the editorial tendencies of mass media choice of stories whether to cover or not, question to be asked, political tendency of political leaders to support one group against the other, all these editorial choices can generally lead to biases in accounts of events considered to be true. So, archival data were complemented with additional sources bearing the same information on the same topic using oral recollections and written documents.

In this study, a combination of written and archival documents, and oral recollections formed the evidentiary basis for the researcher’s effort to understand the issues concerning the research study.  Although different social actors could produce these evidentiary materials, the researcher read them as complementary because none of them can stand alone. Since all of this evidence reflects the subjectivities or perspectives of people who authored and produced them, interpreting them as complementary evidence allowed the possibility to read and evaluate them against each other. 

Reading them as complementary evidence was also a way of acknowledging that the social actors who produced them, such as government officials who wrote archival documents or smallholder tea producers who recollected the information through their ancestors, did not live in isolated worlds. Rather, they effected, engaged, and shaped each other within the limits that the Government of Tanzania and Rungwe District Authorities imposed. These social engagements allowed the researcher to glean the negotiations and relationships between the different actors who produced these materials.

3.6.2 	Written Documents
The variety of written documents offered an important evidentiary basis for this study. Written documents included newspaper articles, books, dissertations, letters, journal articles, internet searches and reports. The researcher accessed these documents at Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) and Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA) in Dar es Salaam, the Southern Highlands Zonal Archives (SHZA) in Mbeya, the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) and Rungwe Contract Farming Association (RCFA), Rungwe District Agricultural and Livestock Officer’s office in Tukuyu, and Personal home libraries of the retired tea agricultural extension officers in Mpuguso ward. These are largest depositories of historical documents in the region. The documentary sources uncovered reports on development of smallholder tea industry since independence, policies and strategies to promote smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District and Tanzania as a whole.

3.6.3 	Oral Recollections
Oral recollections constituted an important evidentiary basis for this study in which biographical and unstructured interviews were carefully used.  The researcher arrived in the study area wards with Research permit from the District Commissioner’s office to introduce him to the Ward Executive Officers (WEOs) in all the four wards. The WEOs assisted by providing oral information to the researcher about the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District as they comprised the group of political leaders interviewed. Later the researcher asked them to indicate the most experienced smallholders in tea industry so as to get interviews among smallholders and politicians in each ward. 

Thus the purposive sampling method of selecting interviewees was applied. The biographical interviews that involved the collection and analysis of an intensive account of a whole life or portion of a life, usually by an in-depth, unstructured interview were used. The account was reinforced by semi-structured interviewing or personal documents. Rather than concentrating upon a short description of information of an individual's present situation; the biographical approach placed individuals within a complicated series of connections between different affairs of social connections, historical events and life experiences. 

In this study, biographical and unstructured oral interviews were used because of their advantages over questionnaires and documentary reviews as they provide flexibility to both the researcher and respondents. Furthermore, these two types of interviews enabled the researcher to control the research process by adjusting questions whenever necessary as well as by creating new questions in response to informants’ answers.  

In this regard, open-ended questions were designed to encourage full and meaningful answers using the subject's own knowledge and/or feelings. It is the opposite of a closed-ended question, which encourages a short or single-word answer. Open-ended questions also tended to be more objective and less leading than closed-ended questions. Based on this study, open-ended questions were mostly used in oral interviews in order to give a wide chance of getting more information about the study theme (s). Officials in different organisations concerning with smallholder tea production considered to have relevant information were interviewed, including interviewees who belong to smallholders, political leaders, politicians,  and in service and retired tea agricultural extension officers in Rungwe District.

The researcher conducted interviews with adult men and women who were conversant with smallholder tea production and its politics in Rungwe District. The information obtained through oral interviews was recorded in notebooks. The researcher interpreted the oral recollections as cumulative knowledge that his interviewees learned from the past and which they recreated in their contemporary world to make sense of the past. Core ideas on how earlier generations dealt with tea production and its politics from one generation to another, and how each subsequent generation infused those ideas with contextual meanings to make them relevant in their time were immensely significant. Thus, oral recollections contained traces of the past, the contemporary experiences, and the dialectical interplay between them. Through the oral recollections, the study provided prominence to understanding the views and arguments of smallholder tea production and how they had preserved their local knowledge and experience of their knowledge about tea production and its politics. This cumulative dimension enabled the researcher to interrogate contemporary oral recollections as a window into the World in which the smallholder tea producers   engaged and developed in the past. It also offered discussions into how socio-cultural and politics barriers faced tea producers and government officials during the implementation of the smallholder tea production process.

Oral recollections embodied the self-interests and personal agendas of the interviewees. By recalling the past, narrating about it, and systematising the role that their parents accomplished in reshaping the smallholder tea production process, oral interviewees assume the role of repositories of the memory of the social processes that shaped the development of their communities from the past to the present. For instance, interviewees could narrate the stories about smallholder tea production by tracing the challenges and benefits did the smallholder tea growers face and, they could sometimes present these stories as objective reality or truth. The researcher looked at those oral recollections as mediated oral texts that demanded careful reading and critical analysis. 

However, the researcher interpreted their oral recollections as subjective and interpretive constructions that they were used to make sense of smallholder tea growers of the past. Those recollections were as subjective as any other form of evidence that historians utilise to produce historical knowledge. Still, they provided information which helped to provide the history of the politics of tea production in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015.

3.6 Data Analysis and Presentation
Data analysis in historical study starts by organising the data from documents, files, field notes and other visual data (thematic analysis).  Recorded field interviews were transcribed. Exploring the qualitative data was next and involved making notes about early observations as well as developing codes. Codes were words or phrases even sentences that were assigned to chunk of qualitative data that allowed the researcher to categorise the data into themes. The data analysis then involved the researcher coding the data by reading the raw data (field notes interviews) and assigning codes to small portion of the text. Codes were then grouped to form themes.  Data analysis was guided by stated research questions; each question was expanded to form a major chapter.  Question 1 was expanded to form chapter 4 and questions 2 and 3 were integrated to form chapter 5. 

The researcher established an analytical framework to each question in presentation using primary and secondary information. This was followed by a synthesis of the information which in the end helped to arrive at accurate augmentation. Qualitative analysis involved the researcher to pattern the similarities and differences among concepts; mechanism within the evidence and general meaning amidst the mass of the data gathered.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE POLITICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SMALLHOLDER TEA GROWERS IN RUNGWE DISTRICT
4.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015. It is these political characteristics that had influenced their political responses to government agricultural policies and programmes. This enables a clear understanding of political participation of smallholder tea growers in political processes that guide the tea industry in the district. Understanding the nature of political processes involved in the tea industry enhances knowledge of agricultural politics and policies in smallholder tea production. 

As agricultural politics is determined by the public values and policies that are invented and implemented, they are essential for a broad understanding of the political environment and processes that guide individuals or groups influenced by the nature of public decision making and all the agencies involved in formulating policies and programmes, and promote smallholder tea industry in the country. Understanding political characteristics of smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District helps one to grasp the political environment in which tea growing operates and changing under the district’s and national policies, the political and economic structures. 

Political awareness of the smallholders to guard themselves against the imposition of political pressures and mechanisms are likely to undermine their special agricultural interests. Therefore, understanding the role of smallholder tea growers in politics is a gauge of adoption and implementation of agricultural policies and programmes guiding tea industry by active or passive participation of the people.

4.2 Running for Office
Smallholder tea growers ran for elected offices through political parties for local offices. They contested for political offices so as to bring about change and cause positive influence to Rungwe society by targeting to address particular issues that surrounded people. And since the District Council is the top decision- making body at the district level, several smallholders at different times had attempted to run for ward councillors so that they could present well the issues facing their wards. Challenges surrounding smallholder tea sector such fragmentation of stakeholders, inadequate extension services and low prices of green tea leaves are said to be the core problems that pushed smallholders to contest for political local offices to get them solved since they were personal for all of them. They expected to offer the voters willingness to listen to ward residents and find a lot of support to win. 

Most of the smallholders had become vibrant citizens who decided to contest for ward councillors and became spokespersons of tea industry when elected and all other political leaders had become active defenders of smallholder tea growers (Hudson, L.G, personal communication, April 15, 2020). Contestants were forced by political desires to bring about change in Rungwe Community. So with a base of supporters mostly their fellow smallholders they got the most supporters to polls and often won by just a large number of votes.
The researcher discovered that in the study area which is comprised of four administrative wards Mpuguso, Bujela, Ilima and Katumba, from 1995 to 2015, Mpuguso was led by four ward councillors in which three were smallholder tea growers and only one non-smallholder tea grower, in Bujela  all three ward councillors were smallholder tea growers, in Ilima two ward councillors all smallholder tea growers and in Katumba, there had been three ward councillors all members of the smallholder tea growers association. This demonstrates that smallholder tea growers had great ability to influence people to vote for them as their personal networks were their fellow smallholders who leveraged their networks for their campaigns as well. 

Always the campaigns for political offices were not about the smallholder tea grower contestants, but about what they could do for the whole agricultural community of Rungwe District once they won. Since the ward councillors are empowered to help improve community livelihoods, start policing strategies and improving the public transportation systems that are very significant in running the tea industry, they inspired the district’s actions. The district served as a testing ground for innovation of new policies parallel to the national ones that were later adopted and used at the district level for the transformation of Rungwe community.

4.3 Voting in Local and National Elections
Voting is a process by a group of people making a collective decision following election campaigns (Munsey, 2008).  In any democratic country like Tanzania, governments are put in power by being chosen by their citizens registered to vote in elections. In this research study it was found that the smallholder tea growers like other citizens registered to vote to participate fully in the political process to choose their political leaders to hold local and national offices. This is because they thought and believed that voting was the ultimate way of influencing political decisions by the district and national governmental decision making. 

The number of people participated in elections and the intensity of election campaigns tended to vary following serious problems affecting people. The respondents informed that whenever the people faced serious community problems, it acted as a motive force for a large number of people to participate in elections even those who were not supporters of political parties.  As Munsey adds that people are attracted to voting because their belief is to bring a difference by bringing in public offices persons they think are the same to them and have similar interests (Ibid). 

The research found that respondents agreed that they participated in local and national elections that take place concurrently in five years, they believed that smallholder tea growers participated effectively in voting in every election because they believed that political leaders who could present their grievances in the Rungwe District Council and National Parliament as the previous leaders were not seriously sending a list of their complaints for the solution of their tea industry and community challenges. The district’s and national politics that did not fulfil the demands of smallholders and other citizens were said to be a major reason for a substantial increase of opposition votes since 1995 to 2015 General elections because political leaders representing the Ruling Party (Chama Cha Mapinduzi) were reluctant to adhere to the voters’ demands like an adequate supply of .fertilisers and other facilities, and low prices of green tea leaves (Mwaiswelo, I, Kyando, E, personal communications, April 17, 2020). Those claims are substantiated by Cooksey who reports that the ruling party excluded itself from the concerns of rural smallholders leading to voting angrily and favouring the opposition parties which made important success in both parliamentary and presidential elections in 2010 and a great number of rural voters chose not to vote (Cooksey, 2012).

Local and National elections are carried out every five years. When people voted in local elections, expected to choose members who could make changes that they were in need and persuade the newly elected members of the Rungwe District Council to channel and spend public money for community development and make and implement council decisions in their favour. In national elections the people of Rungwe like other Tanzanians chose the president of the United Republic of Tanzania and Members of the National Parliament who were nominated by political parties. Every smallholder like others entitled to vote in national elections could vote provided that he or she was registered to vote and appeared on the voters’ register. 

The smallholders like others projected that if they elected people who were similar to themselves would support their wellbeing, and if they did not go to vote their demands could not be affected (Mwakasungula, E and Mwakibete, A, personal communication, April 22, 2020). But the researcher found that voting by smallholders and others did not always guarantee to put in power people of their expectations in public offices. This is because not all elections were free and fair to allow the voters to put in power those they thought could bring positive changes to their lives. Cooksey confirms this claim when he reports that the ruling party used forces to intimidate voters, bribing voters and rigging votes during elections (Cooksey, 2012). Therefore, this was a threat for the people to put in public offices people of their trust who could carry and implement their desires, and those put into power through wrong and evil processes could not listen to the people’s demands as they knew that they would win the next elections through illegal processes and never become accountable to the voters.

4.4 Party Membership
Smallholder tea growers like other citizens in Rungwe District had organisational affiliation to political parties and performed different activities and preserved some political privileges within the parties. Some Smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District were linked to political parties’ leadership and provided significant support to them. But their support was more wanted during election times as they helped parties to reach and organise groups of people to work together aiming at achieving victory in elections. 

According to Mwakilima, during elections political parties inspired individuals’ participation in politics even those who were less interested in politics were attracted to register as party members (Mwakilima, A, personal communication, April 17, 2020). They acquired party membership by requesting for membership and committed to paying yearly charges. Party members are interested in participating to make political decisions by the party by both electing leaders and candidates during political elections for public offices and influencing the party’s political policies, programmes and opinions. It is these political parties’ policies, programmes and opinions that tend to affect any political processes at the district and national levels. So all development policies and programmes made and implemented in Rungwe District were likely to be influenced by the smallholder tea growers participation in politics through political parties, whether the ruling political party or opposition parties as they had representatives in the District Council which is a decision making body of the district. 

Smallholder tea growers’ participation in party politics provided capacity for them to air their demands through policies laid down by their leaders and representatives in public offices and they involved with setting limits on the power of their party leaders (Mielke, 2011). Joining political parties entitled smallholder tea growers and other party members to vote for party leaders and participated fully in making decisions at local levels. Also were privileged to attend important functions such as party conferences and meeting with ward councillors and Members of Parliament representing their parties and other prominent political leaders and politicians visiting their areas of residence. Therefore, party membership was a measure of smallholders’ participation in all political processes. 

Though, the researcher found that respondents who were party members admitted that members were both passive and active participants in political party activities. Passive party members endorsed the parties effectively during election times through moral and material support and sometimes participated in electing party leaders without full participating in daily activities involved in running the parties. While those active party members, participated in all activities involved in the day to day party actions apart of election campaigns and choosing party leaders.
But party membership is fragile among smallholder tea growers and others as membership can be revoked if they join other political parties and stand against the official parties’ candidates in elections. So these conditions made party membership among smallholders to shift from one political party to the other in their struggle to make sure that their opinions were heard by parties and forwarded to decision making authorities to improve their wellbeing through community services and support development projects such as smallholder tea industry.

4.5 Voicing Opposition to Government Policies and Authorities
Smallholder tea growers expressed their views and interests to district’s political authorities to influence agricultural policies, programmes and various decision-making processes through non-government organisations, protests, media and political parties.  Political voice allows people to achieve the goals and strong desires that they think are of great value to them and find ways to address them in environments of injustice and unfairness. Smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District spoke up against wrongdoings they perceived from political authorities that degraded their wellbeing and quality of life which they expected could come through their involvement in the tea industry. 

Mwakisole, Mwakasungula and Mwakojonga, reported that in 2010 when Jakaya Kikwete the then President of the United Republic of Tanzania toured Rungwe District smallholder tea growers protested against the low price of green tea leaves and partiality of political leaders toward one association against others, though their protests were silenced but led to the issue being reported by media (Mwakisole, L, Mwakasungula, E and Mwakojonga, A, personal communication, April 22, 2020). The protests though were not very successful, showed that the smallholders demanded to have a say to their government responsibilities and know how their interests could be met.

The other way used by smallholder tea growers to display their opposition to government policies and authorities was through political parties. Smallholders expressed their discontents against the government policies and authorities concerning with tea industry through supporting opposition parties against the ruling party during election times with expectations to force officeholders accountable (Morale, 2015). Even if the smallholders had not been very successful on their agenda through electoral processes to punish the ruling party as an expression of opposition to government policies, they resorted into seeking support to opposition parties that exposed their interests and wrongs of the government authorities publicly. 

For instance, in 2009 some smallholder tea growers informed the opposition party Chama cha Demokrasia na Maendeleo (CHADEMA) about evils in the smallholder tea industry and all members of Parliament from CHADEMA drafted a motion wanting the government to force the Wakulima Tea Company (WATCO) that was buying green tea leaves from smallholder tea growers to increase purchase price from Tsh 120.00 to Tsh 135.00 an indicative price per kilogramme so that the smallholders could benefit from their hard labour (Mande and Edwin, January 16, 2009).  This was a move by smallholders departing from the ruling party (Chama cha Mapinduzi) and seeking support from opposition parties to make the ruling party and its government to account to demands of the smallholders. 
Also, smallholders had the media to voice their opposition to government policies and authorities. They expressed their grievances and mobilised among themselves for political voice to force their district and national government to listen through media such as newspapers, televisions and radios. For example, on February 23, 2010, smallholders exposed their complaints against the Government of Tanzania and agricultural policies and programmes through the Tanzania Daima Newspaper that had failed to support smallholders with fertilisers and other facilities, and prohibition of private investors by the district to purchase green tea leaves from them (Njeza, February 3, 2010). Through this newspaper, the smallholders’ consciousness was raised and the concerned authorities were informed about blames from the smallholders as the newspaper was being published daily and read throughout the country.

Non-government organisations had been very crucial in expressing smallholders’ voice by meeting with elected representatives to the District Council, the National Parliament and district political leaders to press their special interests and make them accountable. Smallholders in Rungwe District formed a non government and non profit organisation known as the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) in 1998 to promote cooperation with different institutions within and outside Tanzania to ensure good results in the smallholder tea industry. 

Also, RSTGA defended green tea leaves and participated in the arrangement of prices. Those activities were done by RSTGA in cooperation with Rungwe District Council and other government institutions by ensuring that political processes involved in the tea industry were well observed.  RSTGA was capable of channelling the smallholders’ voice to district’s political leaders, elected representatives at the district and national levels in making the government responsible to improve tea production for the well being of smallholders and the district at large (Hudson, L.G, personal communication, April 15, 2020). 

Through negotiations between RSTGA, which was the non government organisation and government authorities, the grievances of the farmers were considered and public policies supervising tea industry were observed to benefit individuals, the district, nation and other stakeholders. This could be very impossible without smallholders establishing this non-government organisation to air their demands. Consequently, by smallholders being able to display their opposition to political policies and programmes on smallholder tea industry; their political voice on political processes and decision making resulted in the promotion of transparency and accountability initiatives which are central to district and national development.

4.6 Smallholder Tea Growers’ Initiative to Defend Special Interests through Associations
Smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District had come together under RSTGA to speak with a single voice in defending their interests in the struggles to tackle their problems. That was done through advocating for smallholders’ reforms on agriculture in terms of policies, acts and district arrangements. The smallholders came together to help each other by the provision of agricultural inputs, negotiation for better prices of green tea leaves, improvement of communication among smallholders, and running the tea processing factories of Katumba and Mwakaleli (RSTGA, 2011). RSTGA was established in1998 by about 15,000 members, and had set up two subsidiary firms the Rungwe Fair Trade Fund (RFTF) and Rungwe Smallholders 

Tea Development Trust Fund (RSTDTF) which facilitated smallholders to achieve their social and commercial objectives. RFTF was registered in 2002 to manage fair trade funds. It had been funding several community development projects in 118 villages of Rungwe District such as support of construction of rural health facilities, safe and clean water, beehives and pig projects. Rungwe Smallholders Tea Development Trust Fund (RSTDTF) as a subsidiary firm of RSTGA was also established in 2002 to facilitate the ownership of Wakulima Tea Company (WATCO). Also, it undertook several investments and business initiatives for improving the incomes of the smallholders. RFTF was working hard to make sure that smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District realise RSTGA’s mission of controlling smallholder tea industry by 100% through participation in governing WATCO, managing dividend from WATCO to stakeholders (smallholders) and in 2015 had succeeded to have ownership of 30% shares at the WATCO on behalf of all Smallholder Tea Growers having shares in the RFTF.

RSTGA had improved communications among themselves to disseminate information about all activities involved in the tea industry to increase product production and share experience among smallholders. It had founded a radio station known as Chai FM Radio to enhance and promote information sharing and dissemination, and acted as media for instructing smallholders on how to carry tea agricultural activities and provided access to local, national and international daily news.
RSTGA also had established a fertiliser fund that facilitated access to tea agricultural inputs and equipment for all smallholder tea growers. The fund was started using Tsh.198 000 000/= money provided by the US African Development Foundation (USADF). To the time of research, the researcher was informed that about Tsh.850 000 000/= was used to purchase fertilisers and herbicides, sprayers, raincoats, gumboots and plucking sheers yearly (Hudson, L.G, Loc.cit and RSTA, 2020).  That fund was managed by RSTGA in cooperation with WATCO which is a company set up by RSTGA and Tanzania Tea Packers Ltd (TATEPA) which have shares by 30% and 70% respectively to run the tea processing factories of Katumba and Mwakaleli under the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) that specifies the roles and responsibilities of each party involved (RSTGA, 2020).

RSTGA had strategies to strengthen rural banking projects. This was established to give smallholder tea growers in Rungwe District an experience to use savings and credit services. A total of eight offices and resource centres had been constructed one in each Tea Schemes which are now Agricultural Marketing Cooperative Societies (AMCOS) offices. The AMCOS facilitated distribution of agricultural inputs, incomes of marketed green tea leaves to smallholders and marketing of green tea leaves. Smallholders in their AMCOS were capable to take control of different economic opportunity through which their economic needs and desires were addressed. 

Anania and Rwekaza (2016) reported that agricultural cooperatives in Africa were founded and emphasised to promote the agricultural sector as they create autonomy among smallholders to exploit various economic chances to solve their economic interests and aspirations. RSTGA, through AMCOS, had freed smallholders from possible oppression and exploitation by private tea investors who could arrange prices for their green tea leaves, but then the smallholders themselves participated fully in production and marketing of green tea leaves at the WATCO which is also a property of RSTGA by 30% shares.

4.7 Conclusion
Political awareness of the smallholders and their participation in politics had helped them to understand political processes, policies, acts and programmes employed that run smallholder tea production in Rungwe District and the whole country. Understanding political processes involved in the smallholder tea industry and participation of smallholders in politics as the majority could enable them to persuade for updating political, legislative and administrative organisation to meet economic interests and desires. 





EFFECTS AND ROLE OF RUNGWE DISTRICT’S POLITICS IN THE SMALLHOLDER TEA PRODUCTION
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter examines the effects of politics and the role played by Rungwe District’s politics in smallholder tea production from 1995 to 2015. Politics is attributed to all political processes, legal and official government actions. Political processes, legal and government businesses affect everything that people do or economic projects that involve the production of different marketable produce. So, politics is very close to the nation’s citizens as always societies change depending on politics. 

All policies, laws and decisions that are made impact many economic activities; they affect people positively or negatively. Local and national government policies, laws and decisions play a great role in affecting the accomplishments of smallholder tea growers. To understand the effects of politics and the role played by Rungwe District’s politics in smallholder tea production, this chapter attempts to demonstrate how agricultural policies, laws, strategies and programmes as part and parcel of politics do affect smallholders’ tea production. 

Policies, laws, strategies, programmes and decisions are supported by political commitment through provision of funds and prioritisation of agricultural programmes. All aspects reflected in agricultural policies, laws, strategies and programmes have been looked at to see their functionality in the development of smallholder tea production in Rungwe District. They have contributed positively or negatively to the successful implementation of policies and programmes.

The politics of smallholder tea production in Rungwe District and other parts of Tanzania was guided by the National Agricultural Policy of 1983, Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997, the Tea Act of 1997, Agricultural Sector Development Strategy of 2001 and Agricultural Sector Development Programme of 2006. The chapter is organised around two parts. The first part examines the effects of politics in smallholder tea production in Rungwe District. The second part scrutinises the role played by Rungwe District’s politics in addressing the problems of smallholder tea growing. This chapter is, therefore, a reflection of the attainability of objectives stipulated in the agricultural policies, acts, strategies and programmes in developing smallholder tea production through the district and national actions.

5.2 	The Effects of Politics in Smallholder Tea Production in Rungwe District
5.2.1 	The Divestiture of Tea Industry 
Following the introduction of Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) by the Mwinyi Government from 1986/87 to 1988/89, the government adopted Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) advised by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank (WB) to devaluate her shilling and liberalise the economy that could trigger efficiency and productivity to motivate economic growth (Edward, 2012).  In line with the political will of the Government of Tanzania to implement structural adjustment programmes, all government policies were formulated in a way that would withdraw the state from commercial functions. This led to the divestiture of the tea industry by privatising the Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA)’s assets such as tea processing factories and estates to new investors. 
According to the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997, privatising commercial functions aimed at improving “investment resources in agricultural enterprises, thereby stimulating productivity and production and ensuring the financial sustainability of these enterprises” (URT, 1997). In Rungwe District, tea industry divestiture involved privatisation of the Katumba and Mwakaleli Tea Processing Factories which were TTA’s assets to the partnership between private investor, the Commonwealth Development Cooperation (CDC) of Britain and the smallholder tea growers through their association known as Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) in 1999 (C. H. Ngoye, Rungwe District Commissioner to Executive Chairman, PSRC, 29 October1999). 

The shareholding ratio between the private investor and smallholder tea growers was 75% to 25% in 1999 and from 2009 to time of research study ownership structure was by the ratio of 70% to 30% respectively. CDC left its shares to its subsidiary company Tanzania Tea Packers Ltd (TATEPA) in 2000. RSTGA and TATEPA set up a joint venture company known as Wakulima Tea Company Ltd (WATCO) to run Katumba and Mwakaleli Tea Processing Factories in 2000 (Peter Rowland to Executive Director, Rungwe District Council, 2 September 2009). 

Through WATCO, RSTGA in cooperation with TATEPA managed to purchase Kyimbila and Rungwe Tea Estates totally 342 hectares which were formerly owned and operated by George Williamson Ltd under the Tukuyu Tea Estates Ltd (RDC and TSHTDA, 2004). RSTGA participation in owning the privatised processing factories was intended to safeguard the smallholders’ interests of increasing their incomes by increasing productivity and production.
As a result of privatisation policy advocated by Economic Recovery Programme (ERP), Agricultural and Livestock Policy (1997), the Tea Act (1997), Agricultural Sector Development Strategy (2001) and Agricultural Sector Development Programme (2006); smallholder tea production has had increased as the liquidated tea processing factories increased production of made tea from 1.2 million kgs in 1990/1991 before privatisation, to 2.6 million kgs in 2003/2004 after privatisation (RDC and TSHTDA, Ibid). There had been a further increase in tea production among smallholders to the extent that in 2014, 4.638 million kgs were produced. Though in 2015, 3.886 million kgs of made tea were produced, this production went down by 16% from the previous year due to drought that started in June 2015 and continued through to December 2015 (WATCO, 2020). 

The prices of green tea leaves produced by smallholders have increased from Tshs. 72.50 per kilogramme in 2001, Tshs. 160.00 in 2010, Tshs. 184.00 in 2011 and Tshs. 314.00 in 2015 and payments were done on time at the end of each month (RSTGA, 2020).  Therefore, selling of tea industry to private investors by the TTA as a response of the Government of Tanzania’s Macroeconomic Reform Programmes aimed at improving performance had a profound impact, because smallholders were motivated to revive their farms that were left unattended as a result of TTA’s failure to sustain tea industry.

5.2.2	 The Empowerment of Smallholder Tea Growers through SACCOS 
Smallholder tea growers had founded their Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies (SACCOS) which simplified availability and loans of agricultural inputs. One of the major aims of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 is to enhance poverty reduction among rural people by improving their living standards through the provision of support in income generation from agricultural production, processing the produces and marketing them. The Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997, through its strategies such as Agricultural Sector Development Strategy (ASDS) and Agricultural Sector Development Programme (ASDP), launched in 2001 and 2006 respectively, promoted access of credit to smallholders through their associations and cooperatives (URT, 1997). 

ASDS and ASDP were implemented in Rungwe District like other parts of Tanzania by accommodating Rungwe District Agricultural Development Programmes (DADPs) which emphasised organisation of smallholder tea growers in groups and associations (URT, 2001 and 2006). As a result of the implementation of ASDS and ASDP which were the strategies of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997, the Rungwe District Council was forced to intervene by calling upon smallholders to come under one strong association and Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) was formed in 1998. RSTGA managed tea production and sales of green tea leaves among smallholders in 118 villages comprising Rungwe District.

RSTGA established nine Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies (SACCOS) to familiarise the smallholders with rural banking services. During the time of research, the researcher was informed that former SACCOS had been transformed to Agricultural and Marketing Cooperative Societies (AMCOS) which promoted access to formal credit facilities for fertilisers and other agricultural inputs such as sprayers, raincoats, gumboots and plucking sheers (Hudson, L.G, personal communication, April 15, 2020). This was very healthy to smallholder tea production because farmers as separate individuals, in groups and sometimes in associations could not afford to financial loans in compliance with the stiff collateral conditions and higher interest rates set by commercial banks. 

The Wakulima Tea Company Ltd (WATCO) which is a joint company between RSTGA and TATEPA offered input credits to all smallholder tea growers. According to WATCO, in every year WATCO bought and sold fertiliser and other agricultural inputs and distributed them at a cheaper price than any company to smallholders timely.  Moreover, the price of agricultural inputs obtained was subsidised by RSTGA and WATCO. That is why the price of fertilisers and other agricultural inputs bought by smallholders in Rungwe District was much more affordable than the same agricultural inputs elsewhere in Tanzania (WATCO to Wakulima wa Chai, Rungwe, 26 January 2009). 

Apart from that the researcher noticed that even transport of all those agricultural inputs was freely provided by WATCO to the smallholders’ villages. Therefore, the political processes of the National Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 regarding smallholder tea production implemented through her strategy ASDS from 2001 and programme ASDP from 2006/2007 to 2013/2014; facilitated the establishment of Savings and Credit Cooperatives Societies (SACCOS) in Rungwe District and had promising impacts on tea industry as half of all made tea from smallholder tea production in Tanzania was produced in the district.
5.2.3 	Increased Role of Private Sector in the Tea Industry
Based on the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997, the tea industry in Rungwe District has gone through various changes that targeted at improving productivity and production of high quality tea. The policy ASDS and ASDP planned to increase smallholder tea production through expansion of areas under smallholder production and privatisation of the tea processing factories that were formerly owned and run by Tanzania Tea Authority (TTA).  The policy necessitated the dissolution of TTA and establishment of two bodies to deal with under tea industry under the Tea Act No. 3 of 1997. Those two bodies were the Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) and Tanzania Smallholders Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA). 

TBT was given regulatory and supervisory responsibilities overall tea industry operations countrywide and TSHTDA had the authority to encourage the development of tea production among the smallholder tea growers (URT, 1997).  The enactment of the Tea Act No. 3 of 1997 to enforce the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 brought a wind of change on smallholder tea industry in Rungwe District. The smallholders of the district formed an association known as Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) in 1998 in response to the Presidential Parastatal Sector Reform Commission (PSRC), established partnership with the Commonwealth Development Cooperation (CDC) to run the Mwakaleli and Katumba tea factories as private investors (Mbogoni, 2000). 

The CDC and RSTGA in the partnership established the WATCO in 1999 to run the factories starting from January 2000.  Mbogoni (Ibid.), adds that transitional period to the privatisation of TTA’s Rungwe Branch was supervised by PSRC through the Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA). 

Rungwe District played a potential role in the implementation of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 through ASDS and ASDP by the formulation of District Agricultural Development Plans (DADPs) and putting into actions to attract private sector in economic growth and services supply to the community, trade, liberalisation, and  non government involvement  in production and reforms in supplying social services to the people (RDC, 2020).  So the efforts by Rungwe District to allow private tea companies to purchase green tea leaves from smallholders; with intent to promote the efficient and effective supply of agricultural inputs, and credits through smallholder tea growers entering into a contract with private investors increased the role of the private sector in smallholder tea industry. 

Apart from policy arrangement, Rungwe District used political influence to lobby for partnership in running the tea factories between RSTGA and CDC. Ngoye, the then District Commissioner of the district wrote to congratulate the Government of Tanzania through the Executive Chairperson of PSRC in accepting the processes by Rungwe Smallholders to operate the tea factories in partnership with CDC (Ngoye, C.H, Rungwe District Commissioner to Executive Chairman, PSRC, Loc.cit). This demonstrates the efforts of the district to have the factories privatised which could revive smallholder tea production and bring hope to the people and the district at large through improved productivity that finally led to reduction of poverty and assurance of food security for the households.

Smallholder tea growers of Rungwe under RSTGA struggled to capture economic opportunities through seeking ownership and operation of the factories and other assets that were previously possessed by TTA. They pursued the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives to grant them tea factories as TTA had undergone bankruptcy and could not to get working capital (J.B. Mwakangale, RSTGA Chairman to Mhe. Paul. P. Kimiti, Minister of Agriculture and Cooperatives, 17 August 1998).   

In 1999 the Government of Tanzania through the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives entrusted RSTGA under supervision of Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA) to run the factories.  It was in the same year that factories were privatised to RSTGA in partnership with CDC.  Also, a separate company known as Caspian Ltd signed a contract with WATCO, a joint company between RSTGA and CDC (now TATEPA as a joint venture investor) to transport green tea leaves from smallholders at collection centres to the processing factories  between 1997 and 2005 (Mwampulule, J.J, personal communication, April 22, 2020). 

Transport and the weighing of tea contract from 2005 to during the study was entered between WATCO and Jilanjo Limited (Jilanjo) (TRIT, 2010). This enabled WATCO to receive all green tea leaves from smallholders different from the TTA which failed to transport green tea leaves due to lack of vehicle spares. Smallholders were now encouraged to produce tea as all plucked tea got sold and transported to factories. Through the implementation of the agricultural policy that insisted on the privatisation of the tea industry through private sector/smallholders’ cooperatives partnership, the whole smallholder tea industry became privatised.
5.2.4 Provision of Maximum Participation of Smallholders in the Decision Making Process 
Smallholder tea growers had a voice in planning and implementation of all developmental programmes for the smallholder tea industry. In trying to implement the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 which encouraged “joint decision making”, there were local and national efforts to give smallholders a great say in tea industry (URT, 1997). At the district level smallholder tea growers participated fully in deciding the destiny of tea industry through their association known as RSTGA.  RSTGA had a total number of about 15,000 members who were organised into nine schemes, and each scheme consisted of 10 or more villages out of 118 villages cultivating tea under smallholdings. 

Each scheme was headed by the chairperson assisted by the secretary. At the village level, there was a Village Tea Committee led by the chairperson, secretary, treasurer and other five members. Village Tea Committees from among villages consisting of the scheme made up the scheme committee. The third organisation level was at district level comprised of chairpersons from each scheme. The nine schemes of RSTGA were Mwakaleli, Masebe, Nditu/Suma, Segela, Rungwe, Lupata/Itete, Manow/Lwangwa, Kapugi and Institutions (missions and schools). The top and most important level was the RSTGA Board made by nine chairpersons from each scheme and three women representatives to make a total of Twelve Board Members. The Board was leading the association from its day to day businesses (Hudson, L.B, Loc.cit). 

But the researcher was informed that major decision making body within RSTGA was the Annual General Meeting in which two representatives, that is, the chairperson and secretary, from each village attended and supervised and regulated the association. Village Committees were agents of AMCOS Primary societies which facilitated the distribution of agricultural inputs, incomes, loans and keeping records of green tea leaves plucked and sold, incomes and loans distributed, and making sure that members attended their tea farms. The decisions by Village Committees were taken directly to RSTGA. The bottom-top approach used by RSTGA in making decisions on how to run the smallholder tea industry in Rungwe provided extensive participation of smallholders in production processes that ensured greater rehabilitation of their farms and productivity.

Rungwe District Council incorporated the National Tea Development Plan in her District Agricultural Development Plans (DADPS) in which all tea stakeholders were involved in all processes of “planning, implementation and evaluation of the council development plans for the successful provision of services.” (RDC, Loc.cit). RSTGA admitted that the District Administration involved them in all affairs concerning production and development of smallholder tea industry (Hudson, L.G, Op.cit). This research found that Rungwe District Council worked side by side with RSTGA to make sure that decisions and economic interests of the smallholders were met so that their association could be strong. 

Mwakasege reported that Rungwe District Commissioners used to chair tea stakeholders’ meetings that discussed to promote tea industry and resolutions of representatives had never been interfered but strengthened (Tanzania Daima, 11 May 2011).  Under Regulation 60 of the Tea Regulations of the Tea Industry Act of1997 amended in 2010,  Rungwe District was obliged to implemented all resolutions reached in the annual national stakeholders meetings in which the smallholders are always the majority through their 14 associations nationwide (Wakala wa Maendeleo ya Wakulima Wadogo wa Chai Tanzania, 2011). 

At the national level recognition of smallholders in decision making processes was high to make sure that stakeholders in the tea industry had opportunities to discuss and arrange plans for tea industry development.  The Tea Board of Tanzania has reported that through the Tea Act No. 3 of 1997 (amended in 2009) tea stakeholders had annual national meetings to discuss the challenges facing the industry and the ways through, and arrange indicative tea price and agreeing on the aims of tea production (Bodi ya Chai Tanzania, 2011).  The researcher found that the Tea Regulation 55 (a) to (f) of the Tea Act No.3 of 1997 amended in 2009 openly stipulates that smallholders among other tea stakeholders, participate fully in making resolutions that act as obstacles to tea industry development, determine the price to be offered to green tea leaves and forming committees that with TBT they carry out shared activities aiming at making sure that tea industry remains sustainable and stable (Tea Act Regulations, 2010). 

Though commenting on the critical participation of smallholders in the tea industry, many smallholders admitted that they were being asked by Rungwe District and the TBT to give opinions and most decisions were the opinions of the policymakers. Some representatives to the annual stakeholders meetings reported that time to discuss matters surrounding the tea industry was not sufficient leaving many issues uncovered and most of the agendas were initiated by policymakers not tea growers themselves. Therefore, this outlook spotted the expectations of heightening the stakeholders’ and institutions’ awareness of the challenges involved and, hence, making the public to be responsible for results of the policies, laws, regulations and programmes established.

5.2.5 	Increase in Green Tea Leaves Production
Implementation of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 led to increased yields in tea production as it advocated for the privatisation of tea processing factories that were formerly owned and operated by TTA. This intended to supply direct extension services to smallholders by private tea companies that could be permitted to buy green tea leaf from them and supply agricultural inputs on credit under smallholders’ cooperatives contracting with the companies (URT, 1997).  The policy was an alternative of the Agricultural Policy of 1983 which encouraged established of block farms run attended by villagers under supervision of village governments under consideration of Socialism and Self Reliance Politics. 

Under the Agricultural Policy of 1983, villages were urged to initiate and own communal farms as sources of village incomes.  Increased smallholders’ participation in the planting of tea in block farms is an indicator that implementation of that policy observed to develop tea industry. But as the country began to implement Macroeconomic Reform Programmes, the Government of Tanzania liberalised tea markets, encouraged privatisation and divestment of TTA’s assets (tea processing factories and estates). The Government’s decisions were caused by the failure of TTA to improve production technologies, pay smallholders on time, produce according to factories capacity and rehabilitate tea feeder roads resulting into loss of green tea leaves on transit (Wakala wa Maendeleo ya Wakulima Wadogo wa Chai Tanzania, Loc.cit). 

Granting of Katumba and Mwakaleli Tea Processing Factories to RSTGA by the Government that was followed by their privatisation to WATCO a joint company between RSTGA and TATEPA, green leaves production had skyrocketed due to ability of the company to supply smallholder with agricultural inputs and extension services. WATCO entered into a contract with Tea Research Institute of Tanzania (TRIT) to provide extension services for tea crop production in Rungwe District at the cost of Tshs 91 million per annum (RDC and TSHTDA, Loc.cit).  The researcher was informed that TRIT had been working with WATCO since 2001 to provide extension services to smallholders by coordinating input supply and use, supervising green leaf harvesting, synchronising transport arrangements, giving correct information on delivered green leaf and distribute payments to smallholders and management of inputs (Hudson, L.G, Loc.cit).  

It seemed that the increased production level was attributed to the thirst of adopting mechanical harvesting which used shear technology, reliable transportation of plucked green leaves and improvement payments by WATCO as the implementation of TRIT’s recommendations from Tshs 72.50 in 2001, Tshs 160.00 in 2010, Tshs 184.00 in 2011 and Tshs 314.00 in 2015 (Hudson, L.G, Ibid). All these were said to have motivated smallholders to work harder so that they could capture wealth yielded by tea crop. But all these were results of the good provision of extension services by TRIT.
Also, Rungwe District Council by the implementation of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 through its strategies, the Agricultural Sector Development Strategy (ASDS) starting in 2005 to 2009 and Agricultural Sector Development Programme (ASDP) from 2006/7 to 2013/14 had a central role of providing extension services in the smallholder tea industry. Extension services were organised by Rungwe District Council through her District Agricultural Development Plans (DADPs) and TSHTDA continued to collaborate with the Council in training and supervising her Extension officers.  

ASDS and ASDP were disbursing financial resources to Rungwe District Council and enabled the Council to recruit eight Tea Extension Officers, train existing and new Extension officers and farmers and establish new tea nurseries from young tea plants were distributed freely to smallholder tea growers to fill gaps in their farms (Mwakilembe, A, personal communication, April 17, 2020). Apart from the funds provided by ASDS and ASDP, the Council continued to provide funds for extension services after the expiration of ASDS in 2009 and ASDP in 20013/2014.

Those extension services that were provided by WATCO through TRIT Extension Unit in collaboration with Rungwe District Council and other stakeholders optimised green leaf production from among smallholders in Rungwe District as shown in Table 5.1 below. This increase in green leaves production by smallholders shows that provision of extension services by TRIT and RDC which involved proper utilisation of fertilisers and herbicides, application of mechanical harvesting using plucking shears, well-coordinated transportation of plucked green tea leaves and timely payments to smallholders encouraged production. The smallholders, who were demoralised by the failure of TTA in the second half of the 1990s to the extent that they left to attend their farms, changed their attitudes and started to produce. Production dropped from 1995/96 to 1999/2000 due to fluctuation of tea prices at the world market, untimely payment to smallholders demoralised them, transportation problems as tea feeder roads were impassable during rainy seasons leading to decay of green tea leave, lack of agricultural subsidies from the Government and financial

Table 5.1: Smallholders Green Leaves Production Trend from 1995 to 2015
Period	Production (Kg)	Period	Production (Kg)
1995/96	5 838 686	2005/06	12 254 004
1996/97	3 638 436	2006/07	16 632 746
1997/98	3 227 636	2007/08	17 817 484
1998/99	2 687 824	2008/09	16 431 465
1999/00	2 471 341	2009/10	18 356 907
2000/01	3 774 912	2010/11	19 599 484
2001/02	8 214 234	2011/12	20 333 760
2002/03	12 802 343	2012/13	21 057 764
2003/04	13 547 044	2013/14	21 102 901
2004/05	1 5285 451	2014/15	17 681 300
Source: Wakulima Tea Company Ltd (WATCO), Tukuyu Township

Handicaps by TTA to run the tea factories. After the tea processing factories were privatised to RSTGA and CDC in 2000/01 production started to go up. But the decrease of tea production in the years 2005/06 and 2008/09 was caused by the conflict between RSTGA registered on 12/05/1998 and Rungwe Tea Cooperative Society Ltd (RUTECO) that was registered on 24/09/2002, both aiming at promoting smallholder tea production and sell green tea leaves to Katumba and Mwakaleli Tea Processing Factories under WATCO. WATCO refused to buy green tea leaves from RUTECO and argued its members to sell their green tea leaves through RSTGA. 

Therefore, more than 1800 smallholders stopped to sell green tea leaves to WATCO and illegally began selling them to Musekera and Chivanjee Tea Processing Factories operated by Mohamed Enterprises Tanzania Ltd (MeTL) until the end of 2009 when RUTECO was officially banned by National Cooperatives Registrar (Mwakisole, L, personal communication, April 17, 2020). This tendency reduced the amount of green tea leaves collected as collective produce by all Rungwe District smallholders at WATCO. The drop of green tea leaves in the year 2014/15 was caused by a severe drought that affected production.

The research study confirmed the applicability of the Dependency theory by unfolding that fluctuation of prices for the made tea in the capitalist world market in 1995/96 to 1999/2000 led to drop in the smallholder tea production and it was revamped afterwards when prices in the world market improved. This was because material production in Rungwe District and other peripheries is determined by the needs of the First and Second Worlds (semi-periphery and core countries) who increase the prices when they are in high demand of the produce to attract more production and decrease them when they are satisfied and no longer in instant need of the materials.

5.3 The Role Played by Rungwe District’s Politics in Development of Smallholder Tea Growing
5.3.1 	Rehabilitating Tea Feeder Roads
Enormous amounts of green tea leaves were lost due to impassability of many tea feeder roads during rainy seasons as no green tea leaves were collected from those collection centres to the factories. Also, the poor road network affected the quality of leaves as tea must reach the factory for being processed between five and eight hours before they lose quality. So to minimise green tea leaves and improve tea quality, the Rungwe District Council (RDC) started to rehabilitate all tea feeder roads using the Council’s income and assistance from WATCO at the beginning. 
But it was from 2005 with the implementation of Smallholder Tea Development Programme as part of District Agricultural Development Plans (DADPs) under ASDS, the routine feeder roads maintenance started to be funded by District Executive Director’s budget. Rungwe District Council began using crop cess funds collected from tea crop for maintenance of all tea feeder roads. This is because formerly tea cess funds were handled directly to smallholders through their association, RSTGA (Hudson, L.G, Loc.cit).

The tea feeder roads rehabilitation costs were shared among key tea stakeholders in the ratio of 90% (ASDS and later ASDP), 7% (WATCO), 2% (DED) and 1% (Smallholder Tea Growers).  The smallholder tea growers were expected to contribute to roads maintenance through volunteered labour. But the researcher found that smallholders’ association, the RSTGA, had been directly providing funds to the maintenance of exasperating parts of the feeder roads apart of funds from WATCO which is a joint company between RSTGA and TATEPA. Rehabilitation of feeder roads under ASDS was divided in phases of five years, and each phase was estimated to cost Tshs 1,241, 982,900 (RDC and TSHTDA, Loc.cit) as shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Summary of Feeder Roads Rehabilitation Costs
Year	Schemes	Road Distances (Km)	Total Cost (Tshs)
1	Rungwe South	63	250 064 900
2	Segera	63	235 560 000
3	Masebe and Rungwe North	57	258 740 750
4	Mwakaleli and Kapugi	60	243 012 250
5	Nditu/Suma and Manow/Itete	60	254 605 000
TOTAL	303	1 241 982 900
Source: District Agricultural and Livestock Department Officer (DALDO), Tukuyu Township

The researcher was informed that the programme was repetitive after every five years using the same projected budget above. In accordance with the Study Area, Katumba is located in Rungwe South Scheme, Mpuguso and Ilima in Masebe Scheme and Bujela in Segera Scheme. After the end of ASDP in the year 2013/14 that resulted in the stoppage of 90% of funds for rehabilitation of feeder roads, the RDC, WATCO and Farmers through RSTGA went on funding rehabilitation using their own sources of income.  The rehabilitated tea feeder roads were said to have promoted smallholders to continue producing tea crop as all their produce reached tea processing factories on time and no green tea leaves got damaged on transit.

5.3.2 	Coordinating and Providing Extension Services in Liaison with RSTGA and TSHTDA
Rungwe District Council had a most important role of providing extension services for tea agriculture development and coordinating extension services by other stakeholders. During the early 2000s, Rungwe District was constrained by lack of funds and human resources to provide adequate extension services required for tea crop development. In that circumstance, WATCO and TRIT contracted to provide extension services to smallholder tea growers at a cost of Tshs 91 million per year (RDC and TSHTDA, Op.cit). Though, always RDC remained with coordination functions by making sure that TRIT Extension Unit was providing extension services smoothly.  

Under RDC coordination, through European Union (EU) support (Stabex Funds), TRIT established new tea nurseries in the year 2004/2005 to produce 600 000 Vegetative Propagated (VP) plants to fill gaps in 60 out of 4 064 hectares that existed in the district. RDC through use of ward councils, TRIT’s extension officers were invited to attend Ward Development Committees’ meetings in which officers expressed the assistance they required to facilitate the provision of extension services (TRIT, 2011). 

Under TRIT, the smallholder farmers were organised into groups to prepare the nursery sites and shades. When the Ward Councils had done that through smallholders, TRIT Extension officers were approached for the rest requirements of the nurseries such as vegetative clones, suitable soils, fertilisers, polythene sleeves and sheets.  Planting of VP plants was supervised by TRIT and management of nurseries was provided by smallholders groups under the supervision of Ward Councils. When the VP plants were ready to be transplanted, each group member was awarded the number of VP plants depending upon the contribution he/she provided in managing the nursery (Nyombi, PC, April 14, 2020). 

When ASDS programme to promote smallholder tea development as part of District Agricultural Development Plans (DADPs) started from 2005 to 2009 and ASDP from 2006 to 2014, RDC had been given enough funds to provide extension services to smallholders apart of its coordination roles. ASDS and ASDP disbursed funds directly to RDC which were used to recruit competent tea extension officers, train tea farmers and the existing district extension personnel, demonstrate improved tea production practices and technologies, and build capacity to enhance RDC and RSTGA in delivering adequate services connected with regular contacts with the smallholders, supervision, information storage and exchange, control, monitoring and evaluation (RDC and TSTHDA, Op.cit).  
According to Mwakilembe, RDC adopted the same techniques of TRIT in starting nurseries that were managed by smallholders in groups and distributed the VP plants freely to labour volunteers; but for other existing farmers to contribute Tshs 60.00 per VP to collect money that could establish revolving fund that sustained the nursery project. This farmer was deducted that amount from green tea leaves sold at WATCO (Mwakilembe, Loc.cit). ASDS provided a total of Tshs. 881 196 000.00 for establishment and management of 154 nurseries for a period of five years from 2005 to 2009 (RDC and TSHTDA, Ibid).

RDC recruited eight permanent tea crop extension officers who were placed in the eight tea scheme each in 2005. Those newly employed extension officers were managed by experienced tea crop extension officer from TRIT. Each tea extension officer was serving ten villages that grew tea crop under smallholdings. Also, the district involved in training farmers and existing extension officers so that they could attain special skills on the tea industry and its management.  Farmers training involved study tours to Mufindi, Njombe and Lushoto, workshops and seminars (Nyombi, C, Op.cit). To build institutional capacity, the RDC procured “one Double Cabin pick up (4WD) and 20 motorcycles.” The 4WD vehicle was used by DALDO’s office for administering tea extension services and the extension officers working on the field were provided with a motorcycle each and the running costs of the motorcycles and vehicle were born by RDC (RDC and TSHTDA, Op.cit).  

The RDC used about 199 673 000.00 for extension services and 86 675 000.00 for institutional capacity building from 2005 to 2009 under ASDS, and the same budget was implemented from 2010 to 2014 under ASDP (Ibid.). Consequently, the efforts of RDC in Coordinating and providing extension services in liaison with RSTGA, TSHTDA and other stakeholders revolutionised smallholder tea production as much more smallholders were helped in tea crop husbandry and management.

5.3.3 	Managing Disputes among Smallholder Tea Growers
There had been an infamous dispute in Rungwe District which started following the establishment and registration of Rungwe Tea Cooperative Society Ltd (RUTECO) to deal with the development of tea crop agriculture in 2002. This was because all activities involved in tea industry development among smallholders were waged thoroughly well by the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) since 1998, so the appearance of RUTECO puzzled and brought confusion among many smallholders about who should be responsible to assist them between RSTGA and RUTECO (Wakala wa Maendeleo ya Wakulima Wadogo wa Chai Tanzania, 2011). 

Both RSTA and RUTECO members expected to sell their green tea leaves to the tea processing factories of Katumba and Mwakaleli which were privatised and run by WATCO. But the private investor preferred to take green tea leaves from RSTGA to RUTECO, this might be, was due to appreciation of RSTGA’s work by the investor in revamping the tea farms that were left unattended in the late 1990s by smallholders following the failure of TTA to supply them with inputs like fertilisers and herbicides, pay smallholders on time, improve transport system and pay factory workers (Mbogoni, .J.A, 2000). The RUTECO members thought that WATCO was favouring RSTGA because it had shares in WATCO.
It was reported that the dispute became serious and furious when the Rungwe District’s Political leaders intervened to resolve the dispute in favour of RSTGA. RUTECO started to call upon all smallholders to stop plucking tea until political leaders and WATCO would agree with their demands (Mwakasege, PC, April 24, 2020). That took political grounds as each side was seeking to get political legitimacy from political parties in Rungwe District. The researcher was informed that the ruling party, Chama cha Mapinduzi (CCM) allied with RSTGA while opposition parties, particularly the National Convention Conference for Reform (NCCR-MAGEUZI) and Chama cha Demokrasia na Maendeleo (CHADEMA) sympathised with RUTECO by claiming that it was a free market. 

So RUTECO should be permitted to sell their green tea leaves to WATCO or Mohamed Enterprises Tanzania Limited (MeTL) at her factories of Chivanjee and Musekera. But those from CCM were reported to oppose the situation by asserting that the free market is not an arbitrary market (Mbogoni, J.A, Op.cit, Mwakasege, C, Ibid.). That situation led to hostility between RUTECO and RSTGA members to the extent that by 2009 there was bad cooperation among smallholders (Mwanyololosya, A, personal communication April 20, 2020). In 2009, RUTECO started to sell illegally green tea leaves to MeTL after their request from Rungwe’s DED to do so was declined. 

According to Tea Act of 1997 with Regulations amended in2010, it was an illegal act for RUTECO to sell green tea leaves to MeTL as it states that a tea grower is not permitted to sell his/her green tea leaf to any tea processing factory if he/she is not registered by the Tea Board of Tanzania ( Tea Act Regulations, Section 12 (1) ). In complying with the National laws, the district leaders to stop RUTECO to sell green tea to MeTL and MeTL to be rejected to buy green tea leaves from the cooperative were right. This study supports the Conflict theory by Karl Marx which asserts that people, groups, social structures and sometimes the society in general are in constant conflicts aiming at appropriating the valuable and limited resources. Smallholders from RSTGA and RUTECO, and politicians had been in conflicts struggling to meet their interests by hindering others to have share in the smallholder tea industry.

The researcher found that it was unnecessary conflict as the Government of Tanzania could allow RUTECO to sell her green tea leaves to MeTL as in other parts of the country like Mufindi; smallholders were selling to private companies without smallholder tea growers being registered to do so by the Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) (RDC and TSHTDA, Loc.cit). Also, it was identified that in some areas of the country, there existed more than one tea cooperatives registered to carry the same tea development activities. For example, in Njombe existed four tea cooperatives or associations which were Muungano wa Vyama vya Ushirika Lupembe (MUVYULU), Umoja wa Maendeleo Idamba, Umoja wa Maendeleo Luwika and Umoja wa Wakulima wa Chai Igominyi. In Mufindi, two of them existed, Umoja wa Wakulima wa Chai Mufindi and Umoja wa Wakulima wa Chai wa Kijiji cha Mkonge. 

In Lushoto there were two, Umoja wa Wakulima wa Chai Usambara and Ushirika wa Wakulima wa Chai na Kahawa. In Tarime there were Umoja wa Wakulima wa Chai Tarime and Ushirika wa Wakulima wa Chai Tarime (Bodi ya Chai Tanzania, Loc.cit). Smallholders in all the above associations or cooperatives were not registered individually to carry tea husbandry but represented by their organisations like RUTECO. The responsible agency for smallholder tea development, the Tanzania Smallholder Tea Development Agency (TSHTDA) confessed that RUTECO was only unregistered in 2009 because RSTGA could cater all smallholder tea development activities properly and RUTECO was wrongly registered by the Government of Tanzania (Wakala wa Maendeleo ya Wakulima Wadogo wa Chai Tanzania, Loc.cit). With that deregistration of RUTECO, the dispute among smallholder tea growers came to its end. 

Finally, the researcher found RUTECO was formed by individuals who had interests to lead RSTGA, but when they were not successful decided to form the cooperative and persuaded other smallholders to join them (Hudson, L.G and Mwakilembe, A, Loc.cit). That dispute brought down the efforts to develop smallholder tea growing in Rungwe District as MeTL had never provided agricultural inputs and extension services like those provided by RSTGA and WATCO.

5.2.4 	Enhancing Land Survey for Smallholders Acquisition of Title Deeds
Rungwe District Council (RDC), through her Land and Natural Resources Department, enhanced land surveying for the acquisition of title deeds among the smallholder tea growers. Before privatisation of Katumba and Mwakaleli Tea Processing Factories to the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA) and Commonwealth Development Cooperation (CDC), RDC facilitated land surveying to provide smallholders with legitimacy to run the factories following the Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) which required them to provide the total area under tea cultivation. 

Because the smallholders’ farms were not registered, RSTGA and RDC surveyed all areas under tea smallholdings so that they could be registered by TBT as the first step to be allowed to find the joint investor (Tea Act, 1997). This is because smallholder tea growers could not be permitted to sell their green tea leaves to tea processing factories without being registered by the Tea Board. The RSTGA had to sign contracts with CDC and later TATEPA on behalf of all smallholder tea growers to meet the requirement of the TBT that prepared those contracts to be signed between the owners or controllers of the tea factories and tea farmers.

The researcher was informed that after signing of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between RSTGA and CDC in 1999, the two under the facilitation of the RDC conducted land surveys to know the exact area under tea which was expected to feed the tea factories under their control. It was reported that CDC in cooperation with RSTGA employed private surveyors under the assistance of the District’s Land officers to survey and demarcate all tea smallholdings and assigned them with numbers with all information about their sizes, productivity and ownership for aiming at provision of legal titles of land ownership (Mwakisole, L, Loc.cit). But that an exercise was not well understood to many smallholders as rumours spread among them claiming that RSTGA and the White men of CDC had deprived them of their farms as they surveyed and photographed them.  

Though RDC enhanced land surveying for the acquisition of title deeds, those title deeds had never been given to individual smallholders. And since the key purpose of title deeds is to provide the history of land ownership, but as never provided to smallholders and preserved by RSTGA,  WATCO and TATEPA,  raised many questions among smallholder farmers of whether they were betrayed by RSTGA or not. Entrusting land title deeds to RSTGA was found by this research study to be convincing as it was a condition to get registered in the Fair Trade Labelling Organisation (FLO) in 2002 on behalf of all farmers in which her made tea was to be sold at higher prices since many western consumers are interested with trademarks and become ready to pay exorbitantly. 

They pay highly because they are sure of product safety as any registered member has to follow regulations to ensure the consumers consume secure products and they highly pay to sustain the producers of the products (RSTGA, 2010). This could not be possible under personal smallholders as an organisation that applies for a fair trade certificate must show areas where production is found to assess security conditions of the products. Also, it was found that one principle of FLO is that the fair trade premiums generated from selling their tea must be applied to development projects in rural areas. So if every smallholder was aware of the premiums paid to them through RSTGA and wanted to be paid in person it could be very impossible to get FLO registration (Ibid).  This is because FLO dictates the monies to be invested in development projects, and going against that rule would endanger participation of RSTGA, WATCO and TATEPA in the fair trademark.   That is why the Chief Executive Officer of RSTGA signed all contracts on behalf of all the individual smallholder tea growers making up the association.

Finally, through educational seminars provided by RSTGA, WATCO and TATEPA, the smallholders were no longer doubtful of letting their land title deeds being preserved by RSTGA, WATCO and TATEPA as it was a condition to be registered by TBT, and FLO which provided them with a lot of many development projects in the district and they were fully incorporated in decision making and application of the premiums.

5.4 Conclusion
Implementation of Macroeconomic Reforms through Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) starting from 1986/87 whereby liberal economy replaced state economy necessitated the formulation and execution of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997; which gave room for the privatisation of all tea processing factories under TTA that under the Agricultural Policy of 1983 had to absorb smallholders’ green tea leaves. The 1983 Agricultural Policy ensured an increase of areas under tea acreage and productivity, but the inability of the TTA to utilise the production capacity of those factories due to financial difficulties, poor technologies, and unhealthy tea feeder roads led to demise of smallholder tea industry. 

The 1997 Agricultural and Livestock Policy promoted much more tea production from smallholdings through selling the TTA’s assets that included factories and estates to capable private investors in corporation with smallholders themselves, empowering smallholders through SACCOS from which they could get credit for purchasing agricultural inputs, and involving smallholders in decision making from their district associations to the national one, known as Tanzania Smallholder Tea Growers’ Association (TASTGA). All those culminated in a high increase in tea production in Rungwe District which produces half of the smallholder tea in the country and home of half of all smallholder tea growers.










This dissertation focused on exploring the relationship between politics and Smallholder Tea Production in Rungwe District from 1995 to 2015 by looking at all activities involved with making, preserving and amending the general rules that guided the tea industry as part of the implementation of national agricultural policies and the District Agricultural Development Plans (DADPs).  Those are what this research study considered as the politics of smallholder tea production. 

As White and Moon (2004) insist that politics is directly linked to conflict and cooperation among people who always have differing wants that compete with the needs of each other group’s interest, people recognise the need to cooperate with others to influence the rules that uphold them. Hence, forcing people to cooperate and work with others. The same experience has been observed in Rungwe District where there have been disagreements and agreements on different issues concerning with the smallholder tea production among the smallholders, politicians, political leaders, government officials and even private investors; each trying to impose dominance on the industry for their interests first. 

All those political concerns made smallholders willing to make, preserve or change the rules guiding the smallholder tea industry from time to time to achieve their interests, though through conflicts and cooperation with other stakeholders. It was found that politics cannot be left out by smallholders as it affects their ways of lives and struggles for survival through their engagement in the tea industry.
Archival materials, oral recollections and written documents were the main sources of data employed in data collection. Archival records were accessed at Southern Highlands Zonal Archive (SHZA) in Mbeya and written documents were found from internet sources, the Rungwe Smallholder Tea Growers Association (RSTGA), the Rungwe Contract Farming Association (RCFA), the Wakulima Tea Company (WATCO) and Personal Home Libraries of working and retired Agricultural Extension Officers in Rungwe. While nonstructured oral interviews, for oral recollections were administered to key persons in the organisations involved in the smallholder tea industry, the working and retired extension officers, the smallholder tea growers, political figures and politicians.

Karl Marx’s conflict theory and dependency theory were used as theoretical frameworks to explain the relationship between politics and smallholder tea production in Rungwe District. The Dependency theory showed how the demand of the Centre countries determined the production of tea and other export crops in Rungwe and everywhere in the Periphery. So the theory was used to relate the profitability of tea production and encouragement to produce among smallholders from the centre-peripheral relation; in which demand in the countries of the centre and semi-periphery influenced the global market prices. 

When the prices of made tea were good before 1995, many smallholders were encouraged to continue growing tea. But when the world market tea prices started to drop, as price always was dictated by the buyers at the market, production performance started to drop gradually in 1994/95 to the extent that tea fields were left unattended (Mbogoni, 2000).  Therefore, the Dependency theory was well linked to smallholder tea production in Rungwe District as production was determined by the demand of the semi-periphery and centre countries. 

The conflict theory was used to substantiate the conflicts or disputes among the smallholder tea production stakeholders as they used to oppose each other in the struggle to capture the wealth exerted by the smallholder tea industry. The theory was very reflective to the disputes among the smallholders from RSTGA and those who decided to secede from RSTGA due to leadership interests to form RUTECO, and against the political systems of the district as they were complained of having hidden interests in the industry ( TSHTDA, 2011).

This study has used the politics of agriculture, the political characteristics of smallholder tea growers and the effects of the politics of the nation and district in describing the development of the smallholder tea industry. The study revealed the use of interventionist approaches in serving the industry. Interventionist tendencies made smallholders enter political activities by running for office, participating in local and national elections, joining political party membership, voicing opposition to government policies and district’s authorities, forming associations to defend their interests with hope to force politicians, political leaders and the Government of Tanzania to correct failures in the industry (Ganewatta and Edwards, 2000). 

The government intervention to rescue the smallholder tea industry exposed the significance of the industry to socio-economic and political effects it had to the district and the nation in general. The study found that involvement of smallholders in politics paved a way to their relief, as they got a platform to air their demands to politicians, administrators, policymakers and legislators.

The research study, also, revealed the critical responses of the smallholders to the failure of TTA to defend their economic interest from the tea industry. It was confirmed by the establishment of RSTGA in 1998 to promote development of smallholder tea production in the district (Hudson, L.G, personal communication, April 15, 2020).  It was RSTGA which formed WATCO in corporation with CDC to run the abandoned tea factories of Katumba and Mwakaleli. The initiatives by smallholders themselves to fight rural poverty and improve food security proved success and provided a lesson that there is a need for use of bottom-top approaches in formulation and implementation of any socio-economic project. 

It is confirmed that smallholders had their considerable knowledge on how to solve their problems, as they were their own liberators to find a solution for the global tea market degradation. They used different indicators to interpret and explain problems that faced the smallholder tea industry clearer than the government did through TTA, and later TBT and TSHTDA. Smallholders as local people of Rungwe were aware of the exploitative system and idleness of their tea industry. But at the same time, they realised the efforts of some politicians and district administrators to their efforts to liberate themselves economically (Mwanyololosya, A, personal communication, April 20, 2020).

Findings in this study have confirmed that the district and national politics have a great influence on all citizens and their day to day activities. The effective implementation of Economic liberalisation policies by the Government of Tanzania in the Mid 1980s, that led to the preparation of the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 in which privatisation of TTA’s tea factories confirms this. This saw the smallholders lose control of their tea factories under TTA to private investors TATEPA by shares of 75% to 25% when they were privatised in 1999 (RDC and TSHTDA, 2004). So the smallholders had no alternative to escape the bitter truth that was brought in by the political processes to liberalise the national economy.

This study found that the political leaders were awakened by the smallholders and realised the need for urgent need to revive the tea industry in cooperation with other stakeholders, mainly the smallholder farmers. Throughout the research study time frame, the District worked hard to serve the tea industry by encouraging the formation of a strong association that could take the lead of the industry after the demise of TTA (Ngoye, C.H, Rungwe District Commissioner to Executive Chairman, PSRC, October 29, 1999; Msome, J.W, Rungwe District Commissioner to T.A. Kaswaga, RUTECO Chairman, July 28, 2009). The efforts done by smallholders and some political leaders had positive effects on the development of the tea industry to the extent that there was skyrocketing increase in production from 2001.

From 2006 to 2014 the district government was implementing the Agricultural and Livestock Policy of 1997 through ASDS and ASDP which allowed integration of DADPs through receiving funds from the strategy and programme. The study found that the Government of Tanzania and Rungwe Local Government Authority played a great role in improving smallholder tea industry (RDC and TSHTDA, Op.cit). With regard to political aspects of the tea crop cultivation, local authorities in Rungwe District empowered the smallholder tea production as they participated fully in improving the industry. RDC was responsible to rehabilitate tea feeder roads, coordinate and provide extension services in liaison with other stakeholders, solve disputes among smallholders and enhance land surveying for smallholders’ acquisition of title deeds that brought a lot of funds for socio-economic investments from FLO (RSTGA, 2010).

Moreover, the study noted the existence of a bad perception of the term politics by both commoners and public political leaders at the regional and district levels. Most of them considered politics as lies or dirty games to the extent that they asked the researcher for the hidden agenda of the research study. It was seen as a threat to them and sometimes they were unprepared to provide the required assistance to the researcher through unnecessary bureaucracy contrary to the request submitted to them by the Open University of Tanzania through her Research Clearance letters delivered to them.

6.2 Recommendations
The following are the recommendations, this research study found necessary that if implemented could revolutionise smallholder tea industry in Rungwe District and perhaps all parts of Tanzania that involve in smallholder tea production.
Firstly, the Government of Tanzania should fund the Tea Research Institute of Tanzania (TRIT) by 100% to relieve smallholders who bear all the costs. TRIT can be financially empowered to provide all extension services to all smallholders, different from the current situation whereby WATCO entered into a contract with TRIT and smallholders have Tshs 5.50 being deducted per every one kilogramme of made tea to be remitted to TRIT to pay for extension services provided. So the provision of extension services under this arrangement is a great burden to smallholder tea growers who bear all costs. Apart from paying TRIT, the researcher found that it was the smallholders themselves who were paying the District Council Tshs 8.50 as cess and Tshs 8.00 to Tanzania Smallholder Tea Growers Association (TASTGA) by deducting from every one kilogramme of made tea as well. And since TRIT works with WATCO under short term contracts of 3 years, whenever smallholders will be ignited by the opponents of the current arrangement WATCO is likely to terminate the contract with TRIT as it cannot pay personally.

Secondly, Contract tea farming should be encouraged. Through the Tea Act of 1997, the Tea Board of Tanzania (TBT) allowed contract farming to enable the farmers to enter into good terms with other purchasers that will benefit them much more rather than forcing them to adhere to one investor. But the problem is that any grower who wants to sell his/her green tea leaves to processing factories must be registered by TBT in which many of them cannot afford for land surveying for the acquisition of title deeds as one condition and TBT is located very far from tea cultivating areas, it is in Dar es Salaam. So smallholders should be free to cultivate tea crop and sell to any company like their fellow smallholder coffee growers in Rungwe who do not require any registration to produce. This could encourage the smallholder tea growers to improve production due to provision of competitive prices and attract new smallholders to enter the tea industry.

Thirdly, laws should be passed to prohibit any involvement of political parties in the smallholder tea industry. This is because their propagandas are the source of disputes among the smallholder tea growers that the district has had in the 2000s.  They were dividing the smallholders for political benefits with expectations to secure votes. Smallholders must be helped to be held together under their association, the RSTGA which has done a lot in Rungwe District to revive the smallholder tea industry compared to any other in other parts of the country growing tea. Despite land shortage in Rungwe District which forces smallholders to own very small tea fields ranging from 0.2 to 2 hectares the District produces half of the made tea from smallholders in Tanzania. It is RSTGA which in cooperation with WATCO contracted with TRIT to provide extension services and credit services to smallholder tea growers.
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1.	Did smallholder tea growers participate in politics?
2.	How did they participate in politics?
3.	Were forms of participation important in protecting their basic interests? Why? and why not?
4.	Why did smallholder tea growers decide to participate in district’s politics?
5.	What special roles did they play in politics?
6.	What do they demand upon the political decision makers?
7.	What were political factors affecting smallholder tea production?
8.	How did those political factors affect smallholder tea production?
9.	What was the role of Rungwe District government in promoting smallholder tea agriculture?
10.	How did the district’s politicians and government address the problems of smallholder tea growers?
11.	To what extent did they succeed in addressing the problems facing smallholder tea growers?






